CANADIAN SUPERBILT SHUTTERS AND BLINDS
Providing smart motorized Window Coverings from Hunter Douglas, Altex/SunProject
Provider of Hardwood Flooring. Visit our Showroom at 1571 The Queensway, Etobicoke, Ontario

Beautifying homes one window at a time through light control and energy efficiency.

John Persaud, CEO
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Guyanese-born and US
citizen Ashook Ramsaran
was sworn in as Executive
Vice President of the
Queens Civic Congress in
New York on December 4.
The QCC is devoted to the
betterment of Queens by
listening to its residents and
taking action. It represents
over 100 civic and other
community organisations.
The December 4 event
was attended by its
membership, and prominent
legislators from federal,
state, and city levels. Also
in attendance with local
NYC Council Members
and NY State legislators
were elected officials that
included US Senator Chuck
Schumer, NYS Attorney
General Letitia James, and
Queens Borough President
Donovan Richard, among
many others.

Ashook Ramsaran (QCC) (l-r) with James Trent (QCC), US Senator Chuck Schumer, Seymour
Schwartz (QCC), NYS Attorney General Letitia James, Kevin Forrestal (QCC),
& Harbachan Singh (QCC)

Consulates General send messages of hope, faith
www.omesh.com

6640 Finch Ave West

416-825-1219

www.omesh.com

By Romeo Kaseram
Acknowledging that 2021 “has been another year of hardToronto – In its Christmas greetings to the diaspora in ship for so many”, Ramsubagh-Mannette added, “[Yet] these
Canada and abroad in what is the second year of the Covid- trying circumstances have also helped us refocus on what
19 pandemic, two Consulate Generals in Toronto have is most precious: our health and well being, our loved ones,
issued messages focusing on the
and the power of our capacity for
positive, combining hope with
hope. At a time when emergence
endurance, courage, and faith.
out of a worldwide crisis is on the
The messages came from the
top of every country’s agenda, it
Consulates General of Trinidad
is important to remind ourselves
and Tobago, and Guyana.
that we are an amazing people
In her message, Consul
with an amazing spirit and innate
General (Ag) of the Republic
resilience. Though we face conof Trinidad and Tobago, Tracey
straints, there remains much for
Ramsubagh-Mannette, said now
which we can be thankful and
is the time of year when “nostalproud, as we look ahead to the
gia and festivities… combined
promise for a better year full of
with the reality of another year
hope and new beginnings.”
drawing to a close, tend to give
Ramsubagh-Mannette also
us all reason for introspection”.
took the opportunity to reach out
She added, “For me, havto the community with a wish
ing spent my first full year in
for its safety and mental wellToronto, my reflections on the Consul General (Ag) for Guyana, Gerald
being, saying, “As you gather with
past year have recurrent themes Whyte (l), with Trinidad & Tobago’s Consul
your families and loved ones in as
of pride, gratitude, and faith. General (Ag) Tracey Ramsubagh-Mannette
safe a way as possible, marrying
Pride in the large number of our citizens who continue our Trinbagonian Christmas traditions with those of your
to excel and shine in their communities here in Canada. adopted home, take time to count your blessings. Hope and
Gratitude to you for your sense of solidarity and your myriad love are not cancelled.”
acts of kindness towards Trinidad and Tobago during the
She added, “On behalf of the Consulate of Trinidad and
height of the pandemic. And faith that, as a nation and a Tobago in Toronto, I wish each and every one of you a very
people, we have the skills, ingenuity and fortitude to counter joyful and peaceful Christmas and a blessed 2022!”
any challenge and achieve every goal that we set ourselves.”
Similarly, in its greeting to the Guyana diaspora, the
She also noted that the year 2021 would not be “missed all Consulate General of the Co-operative Republic of Guyana in
See Page 12: Guyana Consulate
that much, or remembered with much fondness”.
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Ali’s Roti Shop
1446 Queen St. W.
Close Ave
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Lansdowne

Open 7 Days from 10 am to 10 pm

ALI’S ROTI
* Eat In or Take Out * We also Cater

Specialising in West Indian Dishes - Trinidad Style Cooking

INSURANCE
Paul Ram
Life & Investment Broker

MONEY FREEDOM INC.

Also offered: *Non Medical & Mortgage
Insurance *No Load Funds *No Penalty RESP
*Critical Illness *Universal Life *Dental &
Drug Plans *Disability. (E&O)
Companies represented: Assumption, Blue
Cross, BMO, Canada, CPP, Empire, Equitable,
Foresters, Industrial Alliance, ivari, Manulife,
RBC, Sunlife.
Instant quote online: www.moneyfreedom.ca
1.866.PAULRAM Tel: 416.414.2204

1446 Queen St. W. Toronto
(1/2 Block East of Lansdowne,
North side, W. of Dufferin)
Only HALAL Meat Served

Tel: 416-532-7701
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House matching services
Mass email to prospective Buyers
Targeted Social Media Advertising
3-D virtual tours
Floor plans
Live streaming
Electronic Signature
We take all precautions

$1,099,900
Take Me, I’m Yours
I am only seven years old with upgrades from top to
bottom. Positioned on a corner lot with great curb
appeal. I have a wrap-around porch, modern smart
garage door w/opener, and a large yard backing
onto fields. I am big, bold, and pretty.

$999,000
Personality Plus
Beautiful 4 bdrm detached w/2 bdrm fully fin
bsmnt. This bright home is beautifully kept with
modern light fixtures. Open concept layout,
gourmet eat-in kitchen, S/S appls, potlights and
zebra blinds, spacious master bdrm with 5 pc
ensuite bath and walk-in closet.

$899,000

$499,900

Impressive North York Beauty

A Great Get-Away

S-P-A-C-I-O-U-S 4-level home, 3 bdrms on upper
level, large eat-in kitchen w/S/S appls & open
concept liv/din room. Third level w/side entrance,
a bdrm & family room w/sliding doors leading to
a private patio. Bsmnt features an impressive open
concept design with rough-in for a kitchen.

Plenty room for whole family in this 5 bed, 1.5
bath, 4-season, raised bungalow across from water
access to Georgian Bay: swim, launch your canoe/
kayak/small boat, or sit & enjoy stunning sunsets!
Conveniently located only 40 mins N of Barrie &
15 mins from Midland or 30 mins from Orillia.

$499,000
Spacious Suite

Luxury condo with 2 bed 2 bath, large open
concept living and dining room, upgraded kitchen,
appliances, filled w/natural light. Amenities include
indoor/outdoor pool, sauna, gym, tennis, gate
house, building security and more.

$359,000

$420,000
Detached, Large Lot, Affordable
Quaint move-in-ready home, ideal for the firsttime, retirement, or investment buyer. Features
include a living and family room, laminate floors,
new fridge, washer, and dryer (2020).

$180,000

Recently Updated

Cheap

Accent of Value. Perched on the 24th flr w/view
of Toronto skyline, a modern suite with a gourmet
kitchen, quartz counter top, laminate floors, LED
lights & new washroom. It’s a spacious open
concept design with an oversized bedroom, utility
room & open balcony. Comes with 4 new appls.

Located near Jane & Shoreham in North York.
Features 2 bdrms, 4-piece washroom, spacious
kitchen, private dining room and a large living
room leading to an open balcony. Clean suite with
parquet floors and ceramics.
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DENTISTRY
DR. NAR DALJEET
DR. NIKHIL DALJEET
Ask us about our:

• Dental Implants (from
start to finish)

• Invisalign (Misaligned
Teeth)
• Snore Guard

DENTAL EMERGENCIES
ALWAYS WELCOME
Members of the Indo Caribbean Golden Age Association (with Santa & an elf) at their Christmas celebration

ICGAA in times of Covid-19: ‘We survived & thrived’

I

n a Christmas message filled with hope and positivity, the
Indo Caribbean Golden Age Association has noted that
despite the tribulations wrought by Covid-19, the group has
emerged with resilience and vigor that have seen their bonding
growing even stronger than before.
As the ICGAA’s co-founder, Leila Daljit, and its President,
Shaw Jaundoo, noted in the group’s message, its members prevailed by sticking together in the bad times in the last two years
since Covid-19 began its dark reign.
As the ICGAA’s statement noted, “Like the rest of the world,
we… were looking forward to getting back to normal in 2021.
We were stalwart in mastering the new ways of life, including
social distancing, masking, and vaccination. However, despite
our best efforts and intentions, Covid-19 continued to be that
uninvited guest that showed up to the party, and overstayed its
welcome.”
However, the ICGAA made two significant adjustments, the
statement noted: “[We]… reflected and connected.”
It added, “While our members remained vigilant in our lockdown efforts, there was ample time for reflection – and reflect is
what we did. As often happens in challenging times, our minds
[returned] to earlier days and simpler times. We revisited fond
memories of our youth: climbing the mango tree for a prize pick;
playing rounders with our friends; or family get-togethers filled
with old-time music and all-time fun. Those were the days!”
A significant takeaway this year, the statement noted, was

“the power of culture and memories, both of which saw us
through what seemed like endless, and sometimes lonely days”.
It added, “Sometimes reflection was painful, but most times
it sparked our perseverance to retrieve that happiness… [Our]
ICGAA members came back full circle to the original reason
we began meeting almost 30 years ago – connection and reconnection.”
As Daljit and Jaundoo noted, the group took out its old
address books, exchanged email addresses, and continued to
reconnect.
“What brought us together 30 years ago, saved us 30 years
later. Conversations with old friends and distant family gave us
the grounding we needed to stay the course. We joked about
‘Old time story’, and we exchanged jokes about ‘New time story’;
we not only survived, but thrived.”
ICGAA members have never been more connected, Daljit
and Jaundoo noted, adding, “This is a tribute to our personal
resilience, the strength of roots, the unity of our culture, and the
power of community”.
Also, “Whether through a greeting card, email, WhatsApp
call, or Zoom, we have stuck together. We went deep within and
pulled out the best of our strength and continued to show this
pandemic that we are a formidable force of positivity that will
prevail.”
ICGAA celebrates its 30 years of Golden Age next year.

Brampton – Ontario NDP Deputy Leader Sara Singh has
called on the Ontario government for earlier vaccinations,
booster shots, and free rapid tests to combat Omicron.
“In the face of rising case numbers, and a looming Omicron
wave, the NDP is calling on Doug Ford to speed up the booster
campaign for every Ontarian over the age of 18, create schoolbased vaccine clinics for five to 11 year-olds whose parents
can’t afford to take time off work, and make rapid tests free and
accessible everywhere in the province,” Singh said on Monday.
She added, “Omicron is here and Ontario must mobilise
every available resource to start giving booster shots to all adults
right away.”
Singh also questioned why was the government waiting until
January. She also queried why was Ford not giving “our heroic
public health units the support they need to ramp up vaccines
and give hundreds of thousands of shots per day”.
“The government must also get kids five to 11 vaccinated
immediately, which means more culturally appropriate education, and school-based vaccine clinics, so that parents who can’t

take a day off to get each child vaccinated can approve their shot
and get it done quickly,” Singh declared.
Singh added the government also needed “to give people an
easy-to-find, free supply of rapid tests, as other jurisdictions are
doing”.
For example, she noted Nova Scotia has made take-home
tests available at libraries and liquor stores.
“There’s no reason Ontario can’t free the millions of rapid
tests collecting dust on warehouse shelves, and source even
more,” she said.
Said Singh: “Doug Ford and his government continue to put
Ontario behind the eight-ball, scrambling instead of getting
ahead of deadly waves. We still need enough paid sick days
for people to stay home when they’re sick, mandatory vaccination for all health and education workers, smaller class sizes to
reduce kids’ contacts, and an acknowledgment that Covid-19
is airborne with better ventilation in schools and workplaces.
We’re already too late to get ahead of Omicron — let’s not wait
until hospitals are overwhelmed before we take action.”

Servicing our community for over 30 years.

Now two locations to serve you better
2942 Finch Avenue East, Scarborough, Ontario
(At Victoria Park) Village Square Plaza (Ground Floor)

416-492-3077 • www.tddental.ca
Second Office Location:

SmileVille Dental

86 Ringwood Dr, Unit 23, Stouffville, ON L4A 1C3

Tel: 905-640-4600 • www.smilevilledental.ca

NDP calls for vaccinations, boosters, & rapid tests
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Mass timber reshaping potential for workers, landscape
Woodbridge, Ontario – A Carpenters’
structure includes relatively large apartment
District Council of Ontario (CDCO) Breakfast
units with open floor plans and elevators lead& Learn held late last month featured a panel of
ing directly to individual units. However, as
key industry leaders in a discussion that focused
he further noted, the model can be adapted,
on how mass timber projects are transitioning
such as non-load bearing partitions and other
from the conceptual to the practical, and are
variations that would allow for smaller rental
opening up the potential to reshape the building
apartments.
industry’s landscape.
While there are opportunities, and successes,
Also, a key feature at the event was a tour
the panel also noted there remain challenges
of mass timber training now taking place at
with mass timber. As OCN reported, the panThe College of Carpenters and Allied Trades
elists acknowledged there remain significant
(CCAT). Among a key takeaway from the tour
hurdles before mass timber projects can truly
was CCAT’s focus on the Carpenters Union’s
become the primary construction method for
increasing outreach to women and minorities,
more buildings.
including young people from economically disOne problematic area is construction insuradvantaged communities.
ance, OCN reported. Noting that EllisDon
The CDCO Breakfast & Learn was held at its
has its own internal insurance brokerage, and
Woodbridge location on November 24.
consequently does not face some of these high
According to the Ontario Construction News
insurance costs, Gaglione said that mass timber
(OCN), the CDCO organised the discussion
construction rates are exceptionally high.
and tour of its specialised training facilities in Leith Moore (at right), founder of R-Hauz Solutions Inc, delivers his informative
Said Gaglione: “[In recent years] the rates
the light of its anticipation of “rapidly increasing presentation at the CDCO’s mass timber Breakfast & Learn; other panelists were were in the order of like ten times of what we
demand for timber construction in a diversity of (far left to right) David Moses, Brock O’Donnell, Mark Gaglione, and Mike Yorke,
saw in the concrete world”, adding that it was
residential, commercial, and institutional struc- President, Carpenters & Allied Workers Local 27. (All photos by Daniel Ciufo)
hard to find insurance even at these costs.
tures”, its publisher Mark Buckshon reported
He also said insurers willing to take on wood
following the event.
construction projects also set very low capacIn his OCN report, Buckshon said that the
ity limits, perhaps $10 million or $20 million
speakers at the panel focused their discussion
maximum on a $50 million job, OCN reported.
on how mass timber projects are moving from
“So, we would need to bundle up carrithe conceptual to practical. Also, that timber
ers together into something that is called a
projects “will reshape the building industry’s
subscription policy to cover a $50 million job,
landscape”.
which eliminates any kind of competitive insurAmong the panelists were representatives
ance brokering right there and then,” Gaglione
from a contractor, developer, structural engisaid.
neer, and an industry supplier. Representatives
He added it is such that insurers simply
on the panel came from companies that includdid not have enough precedent for mass timed EllisDon, Moses Engineering, Rothoblaas,
ber projects to price competitively, and so set
and R-Hauz.
rates at levels common for smaller residential
As Buckshon noted, during the discussion
structures, but which are scaled up in size.
panel members described some of the opporMeanwhile, rates are coming down, but are still
tunities and challenges being faced by the
well above what it would be for concrete conmass timber thrust as construction techniques
struction projects.
expand from traditional residential single-famCombustion risks also remain with mass
ily and low-rise markets to more challenging,
timber projects, largely with fire services, the
Carpenters at CCAT in training to work with mass timber material
expansive opportunities.
panelists noted.
During his presentation, Mark Gaglione,
However, as OCN reported David Moses
Director of Building and Material Sciences at
saying, progress is being made, with “a lot of full
EllisDon, informed the well-attended breakfast
scale fire tests across Canada”.
event that his organisation is now working on a
Also, as Moses said, there are plans to build a
variety of larger-scale wood building projects.
few more full-scale one-to-two storey buildings,
Also, he revealed that Ellis Don is now adapting
and “invite the fire service to come and watch
off-site panelisation concepts.
the fire”. As Moses explained, “[there] is nothOCN also reported on the presentation made
ing like seeing it with your own eyes to convince
by panelist David Moses of Moses Engineering.
somebody, knowing there is an inferno on one
During his discussion, Moses spoke to the learnside of a piece of CLT, and you can put your
ing curve and innovation in the past decade that
hand up against the other”.
emerged as mass timber construction concepts
The second pillar to the CDCO Breakfast &
evolved from leading-edge innovation to stanLearn event saw presentation of evidence that
dard practices.
The Carpenters’ Union is making preparations
Change involves innovation, transformation,
to have adequate and skilled tradespeople ready
and education, Moses told the audience, with
to work effectively with the material as mass
OCN reporting him saying, “In my practice
timber projects grow.
over the years we’ve been lucky to be involved
Following breakfast and the panel discusin a lot of projects that moved the envelope, and
sion, participants and the audience toured the
caused us to really take pause and learn”.
union’s Woodbridge training facilities to note
Moses also noted that during the early stages
how carpenters were learning to manage large
A section of the audience at the CDCO’s well-attended Breakfast & Learn
of its emergence, mass timber projects required
CLT beams, walls, and panels.
The goal is to simplify the building approvals’ process by
massive numbers of hours of engineering time. However, as avoiding the need for land assemblies, and re-zoning for larger
Operated by the Carpenter’s Union, the CCAT provides genprogress has since been made, the ideas behind mass timber developments, Moore noted. Additionally, by building six to eral apprenticeship training to both unionised, and non-union
construction are moving from theory to practicality.
eight-story structures on standard 40-foot lots, OCN quoted carpenter apprentices.
The “sweet spot” for mass timber right now is “going to be R-Hauz saying he hopes to “reinvigorate the streets to create
As OCN noted, CCAT’s specialised training programs are
anywhere around eight to 12 stories”, OCN reported Moses more rental assets on top of a retail or mixed use”.
a combination of a diversity of entry-level and more advanced
saying.
As Moore detailed, the thrust now is to create an easily- apprenticeship and trades training, and is rapidly growing to
Additionally, “And as the technology changes and evolves, replicable template. Panels and components are constructed off- meet the increasing demand for new tradespeople, a move that
and I think more of computing capacity of modelling, all of that site, simplifying assembly. All building components, including has succession in mind as the retirement of more senior carpencan get transferred down” to improve design and construction stairwells are made from wood, using Cross-Laminated Timber ters remains imminent.
efficiency.
CCAT also has its focus on the union’s increasing outreach to
(CLT). With a standardised framework, design, permitting,
Meanwhile, Technical Sales Representative for Rothoblaas, approvals, and construction time-lines are greatly reduced, thus women and minorities, including young people from economiBrock O’Donnell, informed the gathering how his company saving on costs, he declared.
cally disadvantaged communities, OCN reported. As it noted, at
developed international expertise in providing fasteners and
Moore also indicated there have been challenges, noting, this time, about one in ten to 12 carpenter apprentice trainees
supporting materials for wooden construction. Rothoblaas is a “[not] that it has been an easy road to get to the stage of building are women, and while these numbers are not yet at the level of
northern-Italy headquartered business.
the general population, it is much greater than before.
the first pilot structure”.
In what was also a similarly extensive and informative
Training resources at CCAT are also available to nonHowever, OCN quoted him adding: “We’ve just finished a
presentation, founder of wood construction rental developer year of piloting. And two years of approvals for pilots. That was union carpenters due to partial government funding for the
R-Hauz, Leith Moore, revealed he is building mid-rise all-wood a long, life-wearying process. But one of the best days of my life program, OCN noted. The union also offers enhanced prorental housing projects in Toronto. As OCN noted, Moore said was seeing those panels go up, and being in a building that was grams to increase members’ skills, including applying Building
these are designed to fit within standard “Main Street” lot-line warm and smelled good in the middle of winter.”
Information Modelling (BIM), and computer skills to their
footprints.
Moore also revealed that the design developed for the initial work.
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HELP US
BUILD
ONTARIO

From single family homes to midrise on
mainstreets in Toronto, to Parliament
Hill in Ottawa, to goldmines in Sudbury
to power plants, offices, hospitals and
schools all over the province
– we do it all!

The Carpenters’ Union

JOIN TODAY

organizing@thecarpentersunion.ca

We Offer Among the
Best Benefits, Pension
& Wages in the Industry

Carpenters’ District Council of Ontario
www.thecarpentersunion.ca | 905.652.4140
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EDITORIAL & VIEWS

Editorial

Heed WHO’s call

W

e celebrate a second Christmas yet again constrained by Covid-19’s virulence and infectivity, even as we take the grim reminder into
the New Year that we are heading into year three since this
unwholesome visitation arrived.
Even as Covid-19 continues to wreak traumatic seachange in our world, we are being told the time is coming when its infective, deadly efficacy would diminish.
However, as the experts are noting, SARS-CoV-2 will
remain with us for a long time; it is here to stay, albeit as
a milder but persistent virus, its ill-effects perhaps comparable to the pathology and discomfort of the common cold.
As CNN reported last week, scientists across the globe
now think Covid-19 is likely to fizzle and fade in its third
year, despite resurgences by emergent variants. That with
ongoing and focused mitigation measures, responsible
human behaviour, and widespread vaccination, it is quite
likely that its infective efficacy would wane.
A likely outcome would see the pandemic downgraded
to localised, epidemic status, hopefully sometime during 2022; also, as CNN noted, “even if the virus is never
stamped out, immunity will improve, and the world will
eventually be able to live with [Covid-19]”.
However, while such a prognosis for diminishment,
rather than total eradication of Covid-19 is acceptable,
given the present pandemic configuration of worldwide
infections and deaths, how to arrive at mitigation of the
coronavirus’ deadly infectiousness remains comparable to
unraveling the complexities inherent in a Gordian knot.
As noted, focused mitigation measures, responsible
human behaviour, and widespread vaccination, are modes
of intervention required to diminish Covid-19’s deadly
efficacy. However, on the ground, it is notable that challenges remain for governments at national levels to enforce
mitigation measures, such as masking, and ensuring
responsible human behaviour, such as overcoming vaccine
hesitation, as localised, penetrative interventions to contain
Covid-19’s exponential spread.
Out of the three measures, the inequitable distribution
of vaccines remains the most elusive attribute internationally that is preventing acquisition of global immunity levels
required to mitigate Covid-19’s infectiousness.
In his December 6 opening remarks at the USAID
Development Ministerial on Covid-19, the WHO’s
Director-General Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus once
again addressed the worrisome, and troubling issue of vaccine inequity that continues to undermine the global effort
to contain Covid-19’s deadly reach.
Said Ghebreyesus: “A year ago, we all hoped that by now
vaccines would be helping us all emerge from the long,
dark tunnel of the pandemic. And yet as the Omicron variant demonstrates, the pandemic is far from over. Persistent
vaccine inequity has allowed this to happen. More than
eight billion doses have now been administered globally
– the largest vaccination campaign in history. But we all
know that this incredible achievement has been marred by
horrific inequity.”
Ghebreyesus added that the establishment of the Access
to Covid-19 Tools Accelerator, and COVAX, was rooted in
the WHO’s experience and knowledge with other diseases
that market forces alone would not lead to equitable access
to Covid-19 vaccines; that high-income countries ordering many times more doses than needed, combined with
export bans, have led to COVAX and the African Vaccine
Acquisition Trust starving for supplies.
Days after Ghebreyesus reiterated his concerns, the
WHO expressed an emergent anxiety that wealthy countries will once again begin hoarding vaccines in response
to the growing spread of the Omicron variant. Such a move
to stockpile booster shots could again threaten supplies to
poorer countries, where most of its nationals are unvaccinated, said the WHO’s Vaccine Director Kate O’Brien.
Covid-19 respects neither boundaries nor borders; a
flutter of its spikes in Tokyo resonates days later in New
York. The WHO’s much-repeated call for vaccine equity
must be heeded if we are to overcome Covid-19 in 2022.
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Rethinking bamboo

ecent global reviews of climate change showed starkly
how close to the apocalypse our civilisation has brought
the planet, renewing calls to stop the heavy damage
humans have inflicted on it. Among the many groups that
offered ways of doing this to the UN Framework Convention
on Climate Change, and the 2021 Conference of
the Parties 26 (COP) in Glasgow, Scotland 31-10
to 12-11, 2021, the International Bamboo and
Rattan Organisation (INBAR), stood out, offering
not only carbon sequestration, but non-polluting
industry, and poverty alleviation in the tropics
and subtropics.
INBAR’s website describes it as an intergovernmental organisation of 48 countries headed by China, with regional offices
in Cameroons, Ecuador, Ethiopia, Ghana, and India. These
promote use of nature-based bamboo and rattan to achieve a
healthy environment, promote “green” trade, generate power,
eco-friendly construction, relieve poverty, sequester carbon,
conserve soil, provide food for humans – not only for pandas
– wood for furniture, roofs and flooring, newsprint, and slow
climate change.
Canada was a founding member in 1997 (despite being a
bamboo importer), India 1998; Suriname in 2007, and Jamaica
in 2012. Guyana has not joined, but should if it wishes to slow
climate change and benefit from the advantages INBAR offers.
Guyana has over a dozen varieties of bamboo and reeds,
including four members of the Guadua genus, the one best
suited for construction. Guadua angustifolia can sequester 150
tons of CO2 per hectare in its first seven years. Bamboo is biodegradable, and can replace plastic for strength and flexibility;
one simple substitution is the toothbrush, billions of which are
discarded each year.
The visit of Ghanaian officials to Guyana reminded me that
Ghana was one of the regional centres for INBAR, and has a
sturdy Bamboo and Rattan Development Programme. Small
businesses include manufacture of bicycle frames, and teaching
others the various ways bamboo can enhance lives.
INBAR is developing standards for bamboo uses, particularly for sustainable development, for housing, and making
smokeless charcoal and biomass. One hectare of adult Guadua
bamboo is said to produce 5.8 times more biomass than most
other forest species. Guyana could copy this housing initiative
as houses are cooler, cheaper, durable, and spares use of hardwood trees, and concrete, the second most polluting substance

after fossil fuels, and requires air-conditioning. Other initiatives
include power generation in Indonesia.
Bamboo is little used in mainstream Guyana, carrying a colonial stigma which Chinese and Blacks have maintained, perhaps
forgetting their homelands’ heavy reliance on its virtues.
India is the world’s second highest producer of
bamboo. In the past, rural Guianese Hindus used
Mohan
it to build their first post-Indenture homes, pens
Ragbeer for their livestock, mandaps and maros for their
weddings, spars for cattle gates, trestles, scaffolding, frames for kites, basket-weave, and generally
wherever a light, strong and durable material was needed.
The skin of the stems (culms) was used as ties for secure,
strong strapping, while the tips of the five long vertical corner poles that framed the maro and centre waved gaily in the
tradewinds displaying colourful festive streamers, easy to see
from afar in that flat land.
Europeans did not know the myriad positive properties
of bamboo, and eliminated vast acreages in riverain areas.
American Blacks had had more than enough time to forget
them, and denigrate the plant, like other Americans, who
thought it too invasive, because it grew fast, needed little or no
tending, other than control of unwanted spread, and simply out
of ignorance of how to manage their endemic runner variety,
which is cold tolerant and spreads widely. Runners differ from
the clumping tropical and subtropical types, whose spread is
limited. These are the two major types of bamboo, whose species number probably a thousand, varying from short slender
grasses with edible shoots, to large thick structural types many
inches in diameter and soaring 70 feet or more.
I dreaded them as a child, as the thick matted cool and
biologically rich root complex attracted snakes, camoudies,
and a few poisonous species. Its growth characteristics limit it
naturally to the sandy moist loam of the country’s inland coastal
“reefs” and riverbanks.
The Guadua genus with four species is the better known,
a tall thick clustered type. Guyana has yet to use this versatile
plant at anything near full potential, could learn from Ghana,
India, and China, and use its bounty to alleviate poverty and
improve housing among rural and urban poor.
Historically, Amerindians had used the reedy variety to
make bows and arrows, fishing rods, stakes for enclosures, and
for weaving, and the woody ones for building, and as pipes for
water.

World gone off its centre, and now rolling all-how

W

ell, yes! Look how 2021 gone and turn out. We are
in the pandemic for a second year, and Sammy still
can’t make a move to head out to the homeland with
this Covid-business proliferating and lashing everybody left,
right, and centre.
All this time since the Covid reach Sam wistful and weary,
walking on the road hang-dog and droopy-ears,
stumbling on his feet, shuffling on the street like
Romeo
that song the Rolling Stones sing about the fellar
Kaseram
who get lovesick bad-bad.
Is not that Samosa suffering from tabanca for a
lady-friend – he missing the homeland like a Jack
Spaniard after somebody burn down its wasp nest; morning,
noon, and night he only thinking about Christmas back home;
how nice his mother chulha-curry smelling in the sooty kitchen;
how the creaky old house scrub-down, and the front yard sweep
so clean you don’t leave a footprint; and how balloons hanging
from the front door like a bunch of all-colour coconuts.
You know, it is easy as saying the two-times tables backwards,
but only from five times two are ten upwards, for Sam to close
his front door, sprint the two-three steps up to the road, and
then head down Jane Street here in TO for a mouthful of food.
Up-the-road and down-the-road, any side he turn, it have
food smelling and selling; mind you, is only take-out in these
Covid times, but still, is cuisine from all over the world right in
front Sammy nose and two eyes.
Sammy look up the road with one eye, and it have a food
spot with the name starting with “A” selling zaboca on toast; he
look out the other eye, and he could make out in the distance
the place run by a fellar name Zainool that selling anchar, the
mango so peppery that from the road it making the eyes and
mouth water one-time.
Then when Shuffling Sam cross the road and walking back
up on the other side, is the reverse “Z” to “A”, with the roast lamb
from Azerbaijan and fry plantain from Zimbabwe now making
his scent-buds tingle and his ear-bells tinkle.
But right now, the only authentic taste for Sammy is inside
his head. If Samwise lick his lips under the mask on the subway
train, is because his head throw back and he dozing, his mind
reaching back to the days when he was a boy back home and
thiefing boil fig with fried saltfish from the neighbour iron pot.
Now the memory is as sweet as the taste of the thief food itself,

and when he wake up with a jolt, Samsung steups since he sleep
past his Dundas West stop on the line.
Samwah missing the nice weather back home too-too bad.
What is it to buy a savoury doubles on Albion Road, and head
for the bus on Islington Road with a cold winter breeze burrowing underneath the coat with claws sharp as a mangrove crab
looking for a place to hide when the tide high?
And then to reach home and unwrap the doubles to find it freeze-up like a popsicle and only
missing the stick; and to discover the chutney in
the little plastic container get cold like dog-nose,
with the red pieces of Scotch Bonnet pepper looking like tiny flames about to go out?
It is enough to make a grown man lift his face up to the heavens, which for Samji is the ceiling of the first floor above, hold
his head in both hands, and think mean thoughts about how
this nasty Covid-business come visiting and bring a spirit-lash;
how it infecting and killing people all over, breaking up homes
and families, and causing so much grief, sorrow, and loss.
Sammy making sure he taking all the precautions. He going
to be here alive and well, waving a flag and jumping up Carnivalstyle when the last coronavirus is thrown out of Dodge.
When Starboy Sam hear the government giving out vaccine
against the Covid, he rub his two hands together so hard he
almost start a fire on the bed. He was first to lineup for the shot.
Afterwards, Samsonite beg the harried nurse to bring his second
shot forward so he could get the other dose back-to-back.
But it looking more and more that Covid stand up to bat; that
it not leaving the pitch until it score a century a single run at a
time. Sammy over vexing every time he think about how people
who should have more sense since they know how to read-andspell, and know the whole multiplication tables from two-times
to 12-times, and half the 13-times, don’t have the common sense
to lineup to take an injection that could save their lives.
Day-and-night Sammy shaking his head at how this world
spin off its centre, and now it rolling all-how.
But Sam is the eternal optimist. He knows this too shall pass,
and soon he will be heaving his suitcases back home for the
Christmas and the Carnival. He know in his heart he will once
again make trips to the beach for bake-and-shark, close his eyes
and hit a shot of red rum, wipe his stinging lips with the back
of a forearm, and don’t have to worry about wearing any mask.
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Guyana govt seems in rush to approve Yellowtail
Dear Editor,
Guyana, the government is concerned about the supposedly $22
The Guyana government released an article stating that the billion Exxon loss due to the pandemic that hit in March 2020.
Stabroek Oil Block is not up for renegotiation. It cited a number However, the government didn’t state that Exxon paid out $14.9
of reasons for its position, including the sanctity of contract, the billion in dividends to its shareholders in 2020.
stability clause, and because Exxon lost [all currency in US] $22
Why this anomaly for a company that supposedly lost $22
billion last year.
billion in 2020? This quirk can be explained by temporary
The article reads like a marketing campaign for why Guyana actions required by accounting rules. In 2020, Exxon was
should approve the Yellowtail project given the risks faced by forced to mark down about $19.3 billion in natural gas reserves
Exxon and its partners. There are some serious flaws in the gov- because the price of natural gas fell in 2020.
ernment’s arguments which raises the question about whether
But recently natural gas prices have been hitting multiyear
it is acting on behalf of the oil companies instead of the people records – substantially reversing the temporary markdown.
of Guyana.
Hence, the $22 billion lost was not a cash
The US government has renegotiated
loss (it is called a paper loss); that explains
many agreements or cancelled agreements.
why Exxon could still justify paying out
In the last few years, the US reneged on its
$14.9 billion to its shareholders.
Paris climate commitment and abandoned
If Exxon had a $22 billion cash loss,
the nuclear agreement with Iran. Calling
then its shareholders would have fired
the North American Free Trade agreemanagement for leveraging the company
ment signed since 1994, “the worst trade
too much by paying out $14.9 billion in
deal in the history of the country”, the US
cash dividends.
scrapped its deal with Canada and Mexico,
The government of Guyana is too busy
and forced those countries to sign a new
defending a bad deal, than to spend time to
agreement in 2020.
consider these facts.
Given the lack of ring fencing, our take
In February 2020, President Irfaan Ali
from the Stabroek Block will likely hover
said all oil contracts are on the table for
Guyana’s Yellowtail project
around the nominal 14.5 percent of revreview and renegotiation. You can find a
enues for many years to come. Contrast this with a survey, snippet and a full interview here. With the release of the article
conducted several years ago, that showed the revenue share on the government website, the government appears to have
from 67 oil regimes around the world being between 65 percent forgotten its promise to the people of Guyana.
and 85 percent.
The Stabroek agreement has a clause where it allows the govWe may very well have one of the worst oil deals in the his- ernment to reach out to Exxon to change the agreement. Has
tory of the world, but our government parrots the “sanctity of the government reached out to Exxon with regard to the unfair
contract” line instead of seeking a fair deal for the Guyanese terms in the contract?
people.
The government seems to be in a rush to approve Yellowtail.
Why was Exxon allowed to flare for months at Liza 1 breach- We should question why the rush?
ing the agreement signed? To date, we are not aware that Exxon
The $534 million it has derived from oil still sits untouched,
was fined for all this flaring. Does the government only believe while the virus ravages its citizens and floods destroy farmers’
in “sanctity of contract” when it favours the oil companies and crops.
not the Guyanese people?
It has not even answered the many questions posed during
The government cites the “stability clause” as a reason why the EPA session on the gas-to-shore project, but it rushed to
the Stabroek contract cannot be reviewed or re-negotiated. have EPA sessions for Yellowtail.
Does the Minister of Natural Resources Vickram Bharrat have
Many questions raised to the EPA about Yellowtail remain
the power to sign an agreement that binds the hands of future unanswered. The government has not yet released the $460 milgovernments for decades? That doesn’t seem to make sense. lion pre-contract audit, and has failed in its duty to audit $9.5
And, what about the constitutional issue involved: can a so- billion for Liza 1 and Liza 2.
called stability clause on the oil contract negate and nullify the
It appears the government is overwhelmed by the number
sovereignty of Guyana’s parliament?
of oil-related activities it is engaged in. If you find yourself in a
The validity of the stability clause has been seriously ques- hole, the first thing to do is to stop digging.
tioned by Chris Ram during a presentation in 2019, see minute
The oil companies will exploit this disorganised approach by
18 of the video here.
the government for the benefit of their shareholders.
Instead of being concerned that a major oil spill can bankrupt
Darshanand Khusial on behalf of OGGN, via email.

Christmas shopping on a T&T street

Christmas a time to love
& rise above tribulation

Dear Editor,
We are in that month of festivity in which people all around
the world will be celebrating the Christmas season. I often say
the build-up to Christmas Day is the most exciting part of the
season – and not just for children.
One of the things that stands out for me is the extra effort by
many people to reach out with kindness and love towards others. After all, this is at the heart of Christmas, God extending
His love to the world by sending His Son to save us.
Our country is at this time going through a rough period
with the Covid-19 pandemic and a stressed economy. This is
made worst with the recent upsurge in crime, particularly murders. There is too much hate, anger, and bitterness among us.
This too is not helping us to move forward as a country.
As a nation, we must be strong and rise above all that is pulling us down. Let us put aside all our petty differences, the things
that so divide us, and love again. Allow the spirit of the season
to become a reality, for it is easier and more profitable to love
than hate.
A line from a song that was popular decades ago went like
this: “What the world need now is love, sweet love”. This is probably more relevant today. That is certainly what we need now in
our country.
This love must be demonstrated to each other by our words
and deeds. Let it begin with our leaders as they deal with each
other despite of party affiliation. When citizens see this, they
can be influenced to do the same.
Today is a new day: let us love again, restoring peace and harmony in our blessed land. We can make it if we try – one people,
one nation working together for the betterment of Trinidad and
Tobago.
Arnold Gopeesingh, Trinidad and Tobago, via email.

Call to T&T leadership for guidance out of ‘sorry state of affairs’
Dear Editor,
It is beyond comprehension how those in authority seem to
be comfortable with the sorry state of affairs in Trinidad and
Tobago. The country’s mood is depressing and reeks of hopelessness. Nothing seems to work and no one seems to care.
Driving through the country one cannot help but notice the
deplorable state of the roads. It is no longer a matter of avoiding a pothole (more like a basin hole), but a matter of choosing
which pothole to drive into. Damage to vehicles is felt in the
pockets of already stressed citizens, with no compensation from
those charged with the responsibility of ensuring a better quality
of roadways.
The country looks gloomy and backward, especially at night,
with overgrown bush on major roadways. The state of the
Southern Main Road between the Point Lisas Industrial Estate
and San Fernando (the so-called industrial capital) is an embarrassment, and shockingly unbelievable that such roads exists in
Trinidad and Tobago in 2021.
Crime is rampant with 400-plus murders to date this year.
Robberies, shootings, home invasions, and other crimes go
unchecked and undetected. Citizens fear for their safety.
Covid-19 aside, the economy and healthcare system are in
shambles. Businesses are closing daily, and thousands are on
the breadline.
Added to this, Covid-19-related deaths and cases are rising
daily and becoming scarier by the day. Citizens are traumatised
by all these deaths and cases. We are “number one” in the world
for deaths per million. I wonder what the number one Minister
of Health Terrence Deyalsingh has to say about that?
With all of this happening around us, what are those in
authority doing? They are fighting over the selection of a police
commissioner, leading to the collapse of the “independent”
Police Service Commission after all members embarrassingly
resigned. Now they are changing the process for selecting a
commissioner and deputy commissioner, revoking legal notice
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Potholes proliferate on this T&T roadway
183 and replacing it with legal notice 277, effectively eliminating some candidates for the position. This can be perceived as
political interference.
President Paula-Mae Weekes is silent on important issues
that begs her intervention and impartial pronouncements.
So many pressing issues to debate, but Independent Senator
Anthony Vieira could only muster up a private motion against
the behaviour of the Opposition senators. The goodly senator
has only observed bullies and unparliamentary behaviour coming from the UNC senators. What a shame!
The Speaker of the House of Representatives Bridgid
Annisette-George and the President of the Senate Christine
Kangaloo are perceived as silencing the Opposition and the over
300,000 citizens they represent.
The Minister of Finance Colm Imbert is busy thinking up

ideas and ways to tax an already challenged population. He is
now focusing on introducing an ill-timed property tax.
The Equal Opportunity Tribunal is no longer equal. How
ironic. It has lost its compassion for the differently abled and
disrespected the President in the process.
Newspaper headlines like, ‘Comess at Integrity Commission’
are disheartening.
Millions of dollars have been lost because of mismanagement
by the boards of Petrotrin, NGC, NLCB, and others. Sadly, no
one held accountable.
Jam and wine galore in the lead-up to the Tobago elections.
All Covid-19 protocols out the window.
And to top it off, Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley chooses
the deadliest day yet relating to Covid-19 to give citizens hope
for, of all things, safe-zone Carnival parties. This after recounting, recapping, and giving an update on the horrors of the virus.
This after giving examples of the strict measures presently
implemented by some countries.
No indication as to how the government would be dealing
with the more deadly strains of the virus and its position moving forward. It is almost as if they have thrown their hands up in
the air, abandoning the citizens, leaving us to fend for ourselves.
They have now started to blame the population, in addition to
the Opposition, for the rise in cases.
When the world was vaccinating, we said we not begging.
When the world was closed, we were open. When the world was
opening up, we were closed.
Yes, the virus is a global challenge, but proper proactive management, honesty, trust and transparency would go a long way
in fighting this pandemic.
Trinidad and Tobago is in a sorry state and descending rapidly into an abyss of hopelessness, desperation, and destruction.
Those in authority seems to neither have the will, nor a grip on
how to fix the problems.
Dean Persad, Trinidad and Tobago, via e-mail.
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Economy buoyant with oil, but 2021 a year of mixed fortunes

I

t was a year of mixed fortunes for Guyana. While economic
conditions were buoyant, following its worst performance
last year since 1989, ever present political divisions, growing racial undercurrents, a spate of fires of unknown origin,
rising Covid-19 cases, escalating crime, and unprecedented
flooding all served to undermine an otherwise healthy economy.
The economy was buoyed by oil, making
it the fastest growing in the world in 2021. It
is forecasted to continue to grow at a record
pace next year on the back of increasing oil
output.
In addition, higher levels of foreign
investments, and increasing interest in the country’s development from disparate sources of individual and institutional
investors have set the stage for the country to move full speed
ahead with its development initiatives, albeit in the absence of
formal development planning.
As a result, a slew of ad hoc initiatives, though incrementally
important, have been pursued without heed to prudent resource
allocation, accompanied
by an increasing debt load.
While the oil economy boomed, the non-oil
economy grew at a much
slower pace, with all the
productive sectors, excepting rice, suffering significant declines. As at the
first half of the year, the
agriculture, forestry, fishing and other crop sectors
all contracted, representing the second consecutive
Guyana’s Parliament
year of decline.
The sugar industry, which was expected to be resuscitated,
also performed way below expectations. In the meanwhile, the
industry continued to be plagued by labour, mechanical, water
control and management problems.
In the mining sector, the gold and bauxite industries also
both declined, but diamond declarations increased. There was
also a sharp increase in the production of extractive materials
such as stone and sand to support the booming construction
sector, which benefitted from implementation of the public sector investment programme, as well as increased private sector
construction.
The manufacturing and services sectors also befitted from
strong growth, after being severely impacted by Covid-19 in the
previous year.
It must be noted that one of the major reasons for declining
production in the agriculture, mining and related sectors was
unprecedented flooding across all regions, which resulted in
substantial downtime and losses. The effects of the Covid-19
pandemic also took its toll.
The floods, regarded as the worse the country has ever
seen, resulted in the country declaring a national crisis. All ten
administrative regions across the country were inundated with
varying levels of water for several weeks, commencing in midMay. Those affected were fortunate to receive substantial relief
payments from the government.
On the Covid-19 front, in spite of efforts by the government
to curtail the spread of the virus, it remained pervasive, with
almost 40,000 recorded cases and more than 1,000 deaths as
at mid-December. Case counts have come down sharply since
their mid-September highs, but like every other country, caution continues to prevail.
In February, the country’s first full year budget since the

PPP/Civic regained power in August 2020 was presented. The constraints on the use of oil wealth, that is, if the NRF stipularather optimistic budget took a comprehensive approach to tions are observed.
In the medium-term, the rule envisages a transfer of around
stimulating all key sectors of the economy, as well as uplifting
half of current oil revenue to the budget. This will ensure that
the standard of living of the people.
It also announced the implementation of a wide range part of the oil revenue is saved as a buffer against shocks and
for future generations;
of longer-term public
and that higher public
investment projects
expenditure will not lead
and initiatives in areas
to debt growing at the
such as energy, transDwarka
same time as the NRF
portation, technology,
Lakhan
accumulates. However,
health care, educait is believed the assets of
tion and agriculture,
the so-called Sovereign
aimed at stimulating
Wealth Fund are not
growth and modernising the economy.
being efficiently manEvidently, the government is bankaged.
ing heavily on the contribution of oil to
On the socio-political
finance its budget initiatives, which will
front, undercurrents of
allow it to push forward with its develracism continue to dog
opment plans without undue financial
Farmers salvage produce affected by floods
the country and the govstrain.
Among major initiatives announced ernment. Resistance from opposition supporters who have still
are the construction of a gas to shore not accepted defeat at the last general elections remain a threat
energy facility, as well as the resuscita- to stability. Numerous fires of unknown origin across the countion of the previously shelved Amaila try are believed to be related to opposition resistance.
In the meantime, collaboration between Guyana’s PPP/Civic
Falls Hydroelectric Project. It was
also announced that the Intermediate government and the opposition APNU – though desirable to
Savannahs would be opened up to unite Guyana – remained no more than wild imaginings of a
large scale agricultural cultivation in misguided segment of Guyanese people – both at home and
abroad, who deliberately choose to ignore the history of political
crops such as corn and soyabean.
To address one of the main weak- relations in the country.
Adding to the social problems, crime continued to pronesses in the agriculture sector, the
budget committed (G) $12 billion liferate, with an unprecedented crime wave sweeping across
to make critical interventions in the Guyana, creating massive fear among the population. The
country’s drainage and irrigation infra- police, in the meantime, have been unable to control the spread,
in session
structure. A total of $5.1 billion has while the government is yet to acknowledge the seriousness of
also been budgeted to further strengthen the sea and river the problem.
While the government has
defence infrastructure.
remained relatively silent on the
While oil has emerged as the
surge in crime, President Irfaan Ali,
country’s economic saviour, a plethhas subtly recognised that illegal
ora of questions about the policing
weapons were playing a huge role in
of oil exploration and production
the proliferation of crime.
haunted the government in 2021.
In addition, corruption, which
Allegations that the government has
runs parallel to crime, is also still not
granted oil companies sovereignty
under control.
over the country’s oil wealth have
At the end of the day, Guyana’s
reached a fever pitch, with no favourprospects remained bright, but the
able resolutions in sight.
people expect more than the governIt is expected that steps will
ment can offer. At the same time, the
be taken to devise a National Oil
government’s haphazard approach
Depletion Policy, as well as a Local
to development leaves much to be
Content Policy, and a Petroleum Act
desired, leaving itself open to critithat will ensure that benefits of oil are
cism.
maximised for the people of Guyana.
For now, it is fortunate that
With oil revenues flowing, the
APNU is in disarray as it searches
government has resorted to taking on
for a new leader following the resigadditional debt to fund its ongoing
nation of David Granger. Its hapless
initiatives, and paying off old debt.
coalition partner, AFC, is in a worse
It is hoped that the government can
Amaila Falls
state. But various individual opposicommence prioritising its development initiatives in order to avoid an indebted future. Evidently, tion forces remain a destabilising threat.
the people of Guyana, including some well-placed politicians,
believe that the country has “a lot of oil money to play with”, but Dwarka Lakhan, BA, MBA, FCSI, FICB is a Member of the
Canadian Association of Journalists, and an accomplished finanthat is hardly the case.
Incidentally, the country’s Natural Resource Fund Act 2019, cial writer. His recently published book, Winning Ways, Real
which includes a budget transfer rule that ensures that fiscal World Strategies to Help You Reimagine Your Practice, is
transfers are determined by the expected financial return on available on Amazon and on winningways101.com. He can be
the accumulated assets of the NRF in the long-run, will put reached at dlakhan@rogers.com.

Govt concerned over troubling Covid-19 infection rates in Region 10
Georgetown – With one in every 17 persons in Region 10
(Upper Demerara-Berbice) testing positive for the Covid-19
virus, it means nearly six percent of the region’s population are
infected, data from Guyana’s Ministry of Health show.
The troubling Region 10 infection statistics were revealed by
the Ministry of Health earlier this week, the Guyana Chronicle
reported. According to Guyana’s 2012 population count, there
are 39,992 persons residing in Region 10.
In a late November presentation during a Covid-19 briefing, Health Minister Dr Frank Anthony said the data collected
in Guyana were indicating that where Covid-19 vaccination
numbers were high, the cases and deaths were low. However,
he added it was the opposite for areas where the vaccination
numbers were low.
“In the areas where we have a lot of people [who] still remain
unvaccinated, unfortunately, we are going to have more cases.
And some of those cases are going to be severe and will require
hospitalisation,” Anthony had noted.
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According to the World Health Organisation global target,
governments were to ensure that 40 percent of their populations
were vaccinated by December 2021. So far, Guyana has surpassed that target, with 56 per cent of its population vaccinated.
However, while the national vaccination figure was promising, the numbers in Region 10 continue to remain low.
Last August Anthony reported that Region 10 had the lowest
numbers for first dose vaccines, with his Ministry just administering around 5,693 vaccines as first dose in a population
of close to 40,000 nationals. He was concerned there are also
persons in Region 10 who were exhibiting flu-like symptoms,
but were not taking the Covid-19 test. It means there was lower
testing for infections in that region.
Said Anthony: “We know with Covid-19 there might be people who are asymptomatic, so if you don’t do tests, you wouldn’t
know whether you are positive or not.”
At the same time, Anthony also called out what he considered a politicisation of the pandemic in Region 10, which

he noted was contributing to vaccine hesitancy in the region’s
population.
It has been noted that residents in Region 10 supported a
lockdown call by regional leaders in early September to protest
the government’s Covid-19 emergency measures.
Region 10’s parliamentary representative and a member of
the political opposition, Jermaine Figueira, was quoted in the
media referring to the government’s vaccination policy as “coercive”, a position that was supported by the region’s Chairman,
Deron Adams.
However, earlier in June, the region’s Vice-Chairman, Douglas
Gittens, died from Covid-19. Gittens had been on board with
the government’s vaccination push, and had supported the call
for persons to get inoculated. He repeated the call to residents
in Region 10 to get the shot one month before he passed away.
Meanwhile, last week the Guyana government renewed its
call to nationals to take boosters shots in the wake of the escalating numbers of Omicron variant infections.
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Tel #268-462-4958
Contact: Dunica

TO GEORGETOWN,TRINIDAD,
KINGSTON OR MONTEGO BAY
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DOMINICA
Tel #767-237-3737
Contact: Geoff

BARRELS

$100

BARBADOS
Tel # 246-548-2891
Contact: Anderson/Joel

(Barrels up to 30" tall)
Member of BBB

* SPECIAL CARGO RATES *
Destination
Antigua
Dominica
Grenada
St Vincent
St Kitts
Barbados
St Lucia

Reg Service
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$120/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel

Express
$130
$130
$130
$130
$150
$130
$130

We also deliver empty barrels!
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Our NEW YORK OFFICE
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186-10 Jamaica Ave,
TOLL FREE: 1-866-881-5433
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Tel: 866-861-5933
Georgetown Office
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GUYANA - $120

Areas not covered in Guyana:
Parika Backdam, Linden, Inner
Canje, Black Bush Polder, Beyond
Skeldon, Mara and Cane Grove.

Weʼre the first Canadian Shipper to cross the border.
We guarantee service thatʼs second to none.
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Tractors to Guyana
Pick Up Trucks
Full Containers
Barrels
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- from US $1500
- from US $3400
- from US $50

Regular Service: 4-6 weeks delivery • Express Service: 3-4 weeks delivery • We deliver empty barrels/crates in the GTA
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Rigorous analysis missing in article, ‘Re-imaging Cheddi Jagan’
By Harry Hergash
s I read the article Re-imaging Cheddi
Jagan: Cultural Moorings and
Political Recklessness by Baytoram
Ramharack, published in Guyana’s Sunday
Stabroek on November 28, I was reminded
of the proverb, “Give a dog a bad name and
hang him”. In my view, the article makes use
of numerous quotes and assertions, but lacks
rigorous academic analysis, leaving one to
question some of the conclusions.
Two of the quotes are from Martin Carter
and Sydney King, now Eusi Kwayana, former
close colleagues of Jagan in 1953, and two
of the most radical leftists in the People’s
Progressive Party at that time. However, after
the 1955 Jagan-Burnham split, they subsequently left the Jaganite faction of the party
as it embraced conservative members of the
Indian community.
Their quotes refer to Jagan’s “lostness of
culture”. The Carter’s quote makes no mention
of Indian culture or Hindu religion, but it is
linked to Kwayana’s “…he [Cheddi Jagan] had
a cultural problem. If he had been a devout
Hindu, even in his youth, he would have had a
more workable, a more human frame of reference…”
In a letter published in 2009, Clarence Ellis
stated that in 1956 when Jagan was restricted
to Georgetown and the PPP congress was
scheduled to be held in Berbice, he (Jagan) sent
a recorded speech to Kwayana for comments.
In the speech, “Jagan ranted and raved at the
left wing of the Party … He accused the left of
leading from too far in front, a concept that he
had borrowed from Mao Tse Tung”.
In Kwayana’s response, which was published, he “accused Jagan of his refusal to put
down racism when it raised its ugly head in the
PPP”. This indicates that Jagan was likely trying to change the course of the PPP’s future in

A

Janet Jagan

Cheddi Jagan

light of the 1953 suspension of the constitution;
however, Kwayana was seeing it as “refusal to
put down racism”.
Many years later Kwayana headed ASCRIA,
an African rights organisation, and Carter
became a Minister in a People’s National
Congress government. Had Jagan been a
devout Hindu who parlayed his Indian culture
in 1953, would Messrs Carter and Kwayana
have joined him in the only genuinely national
political movement in the country up to that
time?
If Jagan’s “lostness of culture” caused him
to embrace inflexible Marxism, what caused
Burnham’s devolution into despotism and
impoverishing the country? He was urbane
and well-read, not a plantation “patwa” like
Jagan, a good Christian, was supported by the
Christian church leaders, and the leaders of
Hindu and Muslim organisations.
It was his policies that drove thousands
to flee their homeland, not Jagan’s “marx-

ist nirvana”. And of those thousands, nearly
half were Burnham’s supporters, including
Lionel Luckhoo, who first labeled Jagan a
“Communist” in 1952, badgered Jagan to say
in 1962 that he is a communist, appointed High
Commissioner to the UK by Burnham, and
contributed to the fraudulent overseas votes
cast in the UK in the 1968 elections.
Likewise, was Richard Ishmael, the President
of the MPCA (then the official sugar workers
union) and Head of the Trade Union Council,
who was a tool of the CIA in the ouster of Jagan
from government.
It is incredible that Indo-Guyanese academics keep on writing books to trash Cheddi
Jagan, but no one has seen it fit to write a
book on Burnham. We should be mindful that,
“What is not recorded is not remembered”.
Of the named individuals who Dr
Ramharack claimed, “committed political harakiri for pointing out the fallacy of Jagan’s communist calling”, I believe only Balram Singh Rai

falls in this category.
He had mass political support among IndoGuyanese, and he was treated unfairly by Jagan.
Lionel Luckhoo was antagonistic towards Jagan
from the very beginning. He never won a seat
to the legislature, and his relations with Jagan
appear to have resulted from personal rivalry
to be the foremost political leader of the IndoGuyanese community, and possibly the first
Prime Minister of Guyana.
Jainarine Singh and Dr Lachmansingh went
with the Burnham faction of the PPP after the
1955 split, the former becoming the General
Secretary of the PNC, and the latter the Vice
Chairman. Their political career ended ingloriously shortly thereafter.
As for Debidin, he flirted with the PPP, but
formed his own party (Workers and Farmers
Party) to contest the 1953 elections, and his
political career ended with his election loss.
In an Internet article of November 30, 2003,
titled ‘Cycling to a better place’, which is a
review of one of Dr Kean Gibson’s books, Eusi
Kwayana writes, “Dr Gibson made the point
that in 1957 the Jagan faction used race. There
was no need to place the ‘apan jaat’ poster
in the PPP hands. That was a specific slogan
used by D.P. Debidin mainly against the PPP.
So westernised was Debidin, that he did not at
first pronounce the Hindi correctly.”
Apart from Rai, none of those mentioned
by Dr Ramharack grounded with the masses
of ordinary folks, especially in the countryside.
It was Cheddi Jagan and his white Americanborn wife, Janet, who visited their villages and
sugar estates where they lived, their dwellings,
their workplaces, their temples and mosques,
talking with them and taking up their causes,
and educating them to fight for their rights.
With her common touch and grassroots
involvement with the poor and downtrodden,
See Page 11: What would Jagan
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What would Jagan have achieved had he been given an opportunity?
From Page 10
Janet Jagan was extremely popular and effective as a campaigner. Her relationship with the
labouring class was unprecedented, not only
for a white woman, but for any woman in the
colony.
As such she, even more than her husband,
became a thorn in the side of the local colonial establishment and its beneficiaries who
depended upon colour and class to maintain
their status.
Dr J.B. Singh was a prominent member
of British Guiana East Indian Association
(BGEIA), which had done yeoman’s service
in championing the cause of Indo-Guyanese.
However, in his speech at the Centenary
Celebration of the Arrival of Indians to British
Guiana (1838-1938), the President of the
BGEIA, Hon C.R. Jacob, after mentioning the
many achievements of Indians in the colony,
stated, “But we have not done as much as might
have done if we had united to a greater extent.
It is no use disguising the fact that some of our
leaders in the past and even at the present time
have not played their part creditably, and very
few of them are prepared to give real service
and make sacrifices for the upliftment of their
less fortunate brethren. This is evidenced by
the fact that although the BGEI Association
was established twenty years ago, thousands of
our people in various parts of the Colony are
not fully acquainted with its activities”.
This weakness in the BGEIA leadership
continued after 1938, and allowed for the
emergence of Cheddi Jagan as a national
Indian leader. His election to the Legislature in
1947 sidelined the BGEIA.
Dr Ramharack states, “The observation of
de Caires mirrored what many PPP Indian
supporters had already suspected about Jagan’s
cultural flaw: ‘It was such a fundamental contradiction because many Hindus and Muslims

were strongly against Marxism…’” It is said tion.”
that a drowning man will clutch at a straw.
However, according to John Prados in his
What is not recognised here is that Indo- 2020 publication Covert Operations: The 1964
Guyanese at that time could be equated to the Overthrow of Cheddi Jagan in British Guiana,
“drowning man”.
the US accepted Arthur Schlesinger Jr’s advice
Jagan did not promise them Marxism. on June 21, 1962, that “a Forbes Burnham govHe educated them to
ernment would cause
understand their plight
many fewer problems
and promised them a
for the US than one
better life.
led by Cheddi Jagan”.
Further, Ramharack
So, the decision
writes, “Jagan angered
was based on what
the imperialist gods,
was best for the US,
but the political guardnot what was best for
ian angel, considered
Guyana.
a ‘god’ by his Indian
In
my
view,
supporters, could not
Raymond Smith in
deliver them to the
his 1962 book, British
promised nirvana.”
Guiana, provides posWho knows what
sibly the best analysis
he would have done if
of Jagan’s major flaw:
he had been given a
“When Dr Jagan says
chance in 1964? The
he is a Marxist but
US chose Burnham,
not a member of the
contrary to the advice
Communist Party he
of the Governor of
is perhaps expressing
the colony and Iain
his desire to accept
Macleod,
former Seecharan’s Sweetening Bitter Sugar some of the main
Colonial Secretary, both men who knew Jagan principles of communist political philosophy
and Burnham from their own personal experi- without worrying too much about the implience over several years.
cations of its application in the real world. It
As well, according to William Blum, former is evident that in the present state of world
State Department official, the US ignored power politics it is not possible to ignore the
Jagan’s proposal. In his book, Killing Hope, he practical implications of ideological commitwrote, “In an attempt to surmount the hurdle ment…”
of US obsession with the Soviet Union and
In his book, The West on Trial, Jagan
‘another Cuba in the Western hemisphere’, acknowledges his strength and weakness: “In
Jagan proposed that British Guiana be ‘neu- my early political career (1945-1953) I had
tralised’ by an agreement between the United taken a radical stand, pro-working class and
States and the Soviet Union, as the two powers socialist. Had it not been for this militant radihad done in the case of Austria. Officials in calism… there would have been neither the
Washington had no comment on the sugges- raised political understanding of the Guyanese
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people nor in such a short time our remarkable 1953 electoral victory. Having preached to
the workers the gospel of scientific socialism,
I could not somersault. The art of deception
is a quality I find detestable and difficult to
practice”.
In his 2005 book, Sweetening Bitter Sugar,
Jock Campbell, The Booker Reformer in British
Guiana 1934-1966, Professor Emeritus Clem
Seecharan records the views of Jock Campbell
who, as a 22 year-old in the 1930s, spent his
apprenticeship in Guyana.
According to Campbell who later became
Chairman of the Bookers parent company
in the UK, “… Conditions of employment
(in the sugar estates) were disgraceful; wages
were abysmally low; housing was unspeakable;
workers were treated with contempt as chattels.
Animals and machinery were, in fact, cared
for better than the workers because they cost
money to buy and replace… the sugar industry
had been founded on slavery, continued on
indentureship and maintained by exploitation.”
Those were the conditions which Jagan
experienced as a child growing up on a sugar
plantation in Port Mourant, Guyana, and which
he was trying to change from 1947 onwards.
Yet in 1954 (as recorded by Colin Palmer, in
his book Cheddi Jagan and the Politics of Power:
British Guiana Struggle for Independence), “Jock
Campbell [then Chairman of Booker Brothers,
McConnell and Company] had begun lobbying
the Americans to take a more aggressive interest in British Guiana to forestall a communist
intervention.”
In 2005, Seecharan records Campbell as
saying “…he (Cheddi Jagan) was a good man,
and he was trying to do his best for the people
of Guyana”.
Finally, Campbell, like Schlesinger Jr in
1990, had “discovered the epiphany”.
[Article also published in Stabroek News.]
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Mia Mottley

Mottley among UN’s 2021 ‘Champions of the Earth’

B

arbados Prime Minister Mia Mottley
is among the four women named
by the UN for its 2021 ‘Champions
of the Earth’ awards, the Caribbean Media
Corporation reported earlier this month. The
Champions of the Earth award is the UN's
highest environmental honour.
The other recipients are The Sea Women
of Melanesia from Papua New Guinea and the
Solomon Islands; Ugandan scientist Gladys
Kalema-Zikusoka; and Maria Kolesnikova, an
entrepreneur from the Kyrgyz Republic.
According to the UN Environment
Programme, the champions were chosen for
their “impact and leadership in advancing bold
action on behalf of people and the planet”.
Said UNEP in a statement: “These
Champions of the Earth inspire, defend, mobilise, and act to tackle the greatest environmental challenges of our time, including ecosystem

protection and restoration.”
UNEP said this year's award recognises
laureates in four categories: Inspiration and
Action; Policy Leadership; Entrepreneurial
Vision; and Science and Innovation.
For the 2021 prizes, UNEP said it received
a record number of nominations from all over
the world. The agency’s executive director,
Inger Andersen, said the winners’ profiles
“demonstrate that all of us can contribute”.
Andersen noted, “Every single act for nature
counts. The entire spectrum of humanity has
both a global responsibility and a profound
opportunity.”
Additionally, “This year’s Champions are
women who not only inspire us, but also
remind us that we have in our hands the
solutions, the knowledge and the technology
to limit climate change and avoid ecological
collapse.”

From Page 1
Toronto extended Season’s Greetings to all,
with an emphasis on “our brothers and sisters
in the diaspora”.
In the Guyana Consulate’s message, Consul
General (Ag) Gerald Whyte noted that this
was a time of year for “joy, peace, and goodwill
towards all mankind”; additionally, it is a time
for strengthening “bonds with loved ones, and
those within communities”.
“It is our hope that this Season brings you
nothing but great memories,” the statement
added.
Similar to Ramsubagh-Mannette’s message
of positivity and faith, the Consulate noted that
during this time, it was apt “for us to reflect
on the enduring message of Christmas; that
of hope”.
“It is with hope of a brighter future that we
find the strength and courage to face the many
challenges that confront us each day,” it noted.
Its statement concluded, “The Consulate
endeavours to continue working diligently to
ensure the diaspora is served well, and it is our
hope that the year 2022 would be a blessed and
prosperous one for all. Best wishes for a happy,
enjoyable, peaceful, and safe Christmas.”
Meanwhile, in an item related to travel to
the Caribbean, and in particular Trinidad and
Tobago and Guyana, Consulates General here
in Toronto have reiterated that travelers who
are homebound for the holidays observe all
Covid-19 requirements regarding qualifying
for border entry at their destination.
Earlier this week the issue gained regional
attention when a passenger arriving at Trinidad
and Tobago’s Piarco International Airport was
discovered to have slipped through the checks
despite being Covid-19 positive and infected
with the omicron variant.
Emerging out of Trinidad and Tobago’s fortuitous border intervention was its government
re-emphasising that all travelers arriving in the
country must go online and “honestly” fill out
the TTravelPass requirements. There is a similar process for Guyana, which utilises an online
Passenger Locator form.

Also, all passengers arriving in Trinidad
and Tobago, and Guyana, are required to have
negative PCR results conducted within 72
hours before landing.
According to the reports out of Trinidad
and Tobago yesterday, a traveler arriving at its
international airport provided false information to the question on the online questionnaire: “Do you have any symptoms of illness
consistent with Covid-19?” Confirmation is
also required as either “Yes”, or “No” to the
statement: “I confirm that I understand that a
Covid-19 test taken within 72 hours of travel,
with a negative result, is a requirement for
entry to Trinidad and Tobago.”
According to a government official speaking
with the Trinidad Express following the omicron variant discovery, “The TTravelPass’ main
check is the questionnaire. A person is not
manually sitting and scrutinising all the supporting documents. Once you have indicated
you are Covid-19 free and have a negative PCR
on the questionnaire, you are given a green
light. The supporting documents are checked
at the various points afterwards.”
As Trinidad and Tobago’s Health Minister
Terrence Deyalsingh later noted, all individuals
using the TTravelPass must answer the questionnaire “as truthfully as humanly possible”.
He added, “To support those truthful
answers the individual is supposed to upload
their documents to support and validate what
they answered.”
Deyalsingh said there are two further checks
to verify the uploaded information, with the
final one done at Piarco International Airport.
He also revealed all details on the critical
lapses that led to the Covid-19 positive woman
arriving at Piarco have been sent to the authorities with a view to prosecution of all relevant
offenders.
For travelers leaving Toronto for Trinidad
and Tobago, click here to go to the TravelPass
website.
For travelers leaving Toronto for Guyana,
click here to go to its travel guidelines website.

Guyana Consulate working diligently
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ovid-19 has sparked a new evolutionary trend. To curb the spread of Covid-19, companies have adapted by asking their employees to work from home. The world became
virtual: virtual meetings, virtual court trials, and in real estate, a buyer can now view
homes virtually, sign documents electronically, and meet with their lawyers via Zoom.
Most employees who work behind the desk are embracing this trend, and if given the opportunity, will continue to work from home. It is a win-win situation because employers would
require less office space, and the company’s overall expense would shrink. Employees are
saving travelling expenses and commuting time as well.
Many who work from home can now settle outside of the GTA, where home prices are more
affordable. Smaller towns generally have less crime rates and offer a more relaxed lifestyle.
Buyers who plan to relocate out of GTA should make a list of all the places they consider
living in. It’s great to visit these towns. Look for amenities such as good schools, shopping,
hospitals, and recreation centres.
It’s a good time to view some homes in the area. This way, we can have a feeling about
what is available within our price range. Some towns have high property taxes because of the
small population. Before deciding, consider checking the property tax.
Nowadays, bidding for homes is virulent. With affordable prices, low interest rate and an
abundance of buyers, bidding fever is spreading fast in the small towns. The best approach
is to engage an experienced realtor to assist. A local realtor will have more knowledge about
the area, and is in a better position to assist.
However, do not discount a realtor in GTA if you are planning such a move. They can assist
in the research, and can arrange to show homes in remote areas. GTA realtors may choose to
refer a buyer to a realtor in that town, and in so doing, oversee the operation.
When buying an out-of-town property, before submitting an offer visit the property, check
whether the seller has an inspection report. If not, make the offer subject to inspection.
If the property is on well or septic, arrange for the proper inspections. Test the well water
for contamination. It’s best to ask the seller for a report on when the last service was done. A
quick call to the service technician is beneficial.
If there are many buyers bidding for the home, then, it’s best to inspect the property before
submitting an offer. With multiple offers, sellers tend to choose offers that are unconditional.
These are called firm offers, and are not subject to the buyer obtaining financing or conducting
an inspection.
As such, before submitting an offer, procure a pre-qualification for the mortgage. To be
ahead of the competition, offer the seller a good price with a strong deposit. Usually, a deposit
of around five percent of the purchase price is recommended.
For newly-built homes, research the builder. Choose upgrades that are difficult to do later,
such as large basement windows, separate entrance to the basement, high ceilings and hardwood stairs.
Make your purchase subject to your lawyer’s approval, and watch out for hidden fees. For
freehold properties, ask for a copy of the survey. It’s like the map for the land. Properties with
maintenance fees are either condominiums or parcel of tied land (POTL). When purchasing
these, ask for the status certificate. A status certificate will give an idea of the financial health
of the corporation and the bylaws.
Before buying out of town, weigh your options. I recall one family who sold their home in
GTA, moved out of town, and in a few years, sold their out-of-town home and relocated back
to GTA because their children would be attending university in GTA.
Seniors, how can you enjoy an affluent lifestyle? Lilly sold her GTA home for one million
dollars and bought a newly built bungalow in Tillsonberg for $450,000. Lilly is a senior citizen
who lived on a shoestring budget. Lilly said that this move allows her to live an affluent lifestyle: “In GTA, I had hot dogs for dinner but now, I have steaks”. she said.
The price disparity between GTA and out-of-town properties is a good reason to relocate.
Out-of-town properties are great for investment as well. If you are planning on buying a
rental property in a small town, look at the major source of employment. Places like Barrie,
Windsor, and Niagara Falls are excellent cities to invest in.
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Despite ICC Anti-Racism code, practice as old as cricket itself
By Dhanpaul Narine
not be welcomed in South Africa.
s anyone surprised at racism in cricket? It has been going
England cancelled the tour, and the opposition to apartheid
on for years. What Azeem Rafiq did in 2021 was to blow
began in earnest. It took years of pressure for apartheid to fall,
the lid, to unmask some of the culprits, and to allow the
and when it did, South Africa was readmitted into the arena of
world to hear the meaningless apologies and promises “to learn international sports.
from this”. Racism in cricket is probably as old as the game.
Today, England and South Africa play for the D’Oliveira
This article highlights its recent history.
Trophy, and on the day of D’Oliveira’s passing, Hashim Amla,
It is a sunny day in the summer of 1931. Eddie Gilbert
of Indian descent, scored a century for South Africa. Amla was
runs up to the wicket. The delivery is more
also the Test captain of South Africa.
like a boomerang than a cricket ball. Don
One might think that the struggles of
Bradman shuffles across his stumps, misses
the anti-apartheid movement would be the
by a mile, and is bowled for a duck. This
catalyst for friendships among cricketers.
is the Bradman that was the scourge of
But in a report ‘Anyone for Cricket?’ that
bowlers in England. After the triumph over
was published in England in 1998 there is
Bradman, the wheels of hate began to turn
the conclusion that, “racism is so deeply
against Eddie Gilbert. They said he had no
entrenched in amateur cricket in Essex
right to bowl so fast, he was a chucker, and
and East London that the local game has
Eddie’s career took a downward slide.
split into two camps”. In 2003, Sri Lanka
Eddie was an Aboriginal Australian,
played Australia in a One Day International
and in those days, they did not figure, even
in which the Australian batsman Darren
though Bradman acknowledged that the
Lehman was run out. He reacted by
five deliveries that Eddie bowled were the
describing the Sri Lankans as “black
fastest he had faced.
bastards”. This was a violation of the ICC
The International Cricket Council
Code of Conduct and Lehman became the
Anti-Racism Code says: “ICC and all of
first player to be suspended.
Rafeeq Azeem
its members shall ensure that there is no
In 1999, tragedy struck a few days before
discrimination of any form against any person because of race, the Australian team was due to fly to Sri Lanka. There was a
colour, religion, national or ethnic origin.”
bomb blast in Sri Lanka in which 50 people were killed. This
There is also a rule for spectators that hurl offensive racial
was time for cricket to act as a healer, but what happened was
remarks at players, as they can find themselves ejected or
most deplorable. According to two Sri Lankan reporters, “A
banned from the stadiums.
senior player in the Australian side told an Australian radio
Despite these rules, racism has continued to raise its ugly
station that he wished more bombs would go off, so that they
head in cricket. One of the most infamous cases of racism was
would not have to play in Sri Lanka.”
the Basil D’Oliveira affair. Upon reflection, D’Oliveira was to
In August 2006, cricket was in a state of crisis seldom seen
cricket what Jackie Robinson is to baseball, or Tiger Woods to
in its history. The Test Match between Pakistan and England
golf. They broke down barriers.
at the Oval abruptly came to an end when umpire Darell Hair
D’Oliveira, a Cape Coloured, learned his cricket in South
accused Pakistan of ball tampering. Pakistan refused to take
Africa, but could not play in the big leagues because of
the field after the interval and forfeited the Test.
apartheid. He moved to England in 1960, where he ended up
Pakistan accused Hair of racism against Asian nations and
playing for Worcestershire, and was selected in the English
refused to have him as an umpire in the future. Hair informed
party to tour South Africa in 1968. The South African
the ICC that he would quit if he was paid $500,000 in cash.
government objected to his presence, and said that he would
It may be a positive move in some cases to employ former

I

cricketers as television commentators. However, in the case of
Dean Jones it completely backfired. In a game between South
Africa and Sri Lanka in 2006 Hashim Amla took a catch to
dismiss Kumar Sangakara. Commentator Jones was overheard
on live television saying that, “[The] terrorist has got another
wicket”. Jones was promptly sacked by his employers, Ten
Sports.
A year later, Herschelle Gibbs of South Africa was banned
for two Tests for telling the Pakistanis, “to go back to the zoo”.
One of the most un-celebrated incidents occurred at the
Sydney Cricket Ground in 2008 in which Harbhajan Singh
clashed with Andrew Symonds over Harbhajan’s alleged use
of the word “monkey” to describe the Australians. India
temporarily suspended the tour that was dubbed by the press
as ‘Bollyline’, and some sections of the media concluded that
“race remains an acutely sensitive subject in cricket”.
There is one dimension to the race problem that is rather
novel. This is home grown racism, and it has occurred as
recently as September 2014.
When Moeen Ali was selected to play for England, his
family thought that it would be a happy occasion. Moeen
was born in Birmingham, in the heart of the immigrant
community.
In the T20 game against India, Moeen was booed by a
number of spectators. The majority in the crowd turned up
to support India. Moeen is a player of Pakistani descent. A
report from ESPNCricinfo says that Moeen was booed from
the start to the end of the game. Moeen’s father says that the
booing occurred because Moeen is a Muslim, and because of
his Pakistani heritage.
As the 2014, English season was winding down, Andrew
Gale of Yorkshire was accused of verbally abusing Ashwell
Prince, Lancashire’s South African import. Gale was banned
for two games.
Many officials and fans ask: how long more can we make
the excuse that racism is practiced in the heat of the moment?
One initiative would be for the ICC to adopt policies to Bowl
Out Racism (BOR) in all countries, and for public relations
and media outlets to help sensitise the fans. Clearly, nothing
has been done.
Rafiq, a former captain of Yorkshire, has detailed what he
calls “institutional racism” in English cricket.
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Commitment to community makes new judges trailblazers in the diaspora
By Dhanpaul Narine
he 2021 November elections were
rofile of the ear
historic. They brought us a new
Judge Karen Gopee, Judge Cassandra Johnson
crop of judges. These talented and
Judge Soma Syed, Judge Andrea Ogle
remarkable women are trailblazers who
have left an indelible
imprint in their
communities. Their
scholarship, and
service, span several
countries, but what
they have in common
is the ability to
dispense justice,
without fear or favour,
in one of the greatest
cities of the world.
Judge Karen
Gopee was born
in Tunapuna, in
east Trinidad and
Tobago. She rose to
become the first IndoCaribbean Judge in
New York.
Karen is from a
working-class family.
She worked hard
with the support
Judge Andrea Ogle & Judge Karen Gopee
Judge Cassandra Johnson
of her parents,
Basmatee and Prakash Gopee. She attended
the opportunity to serve as a Civil Court
As a result of her intervention, many
Franklin K. Lane High School and graduated
Judge, and she hopes to make the court less
persons have turned their lives around, and
from Binghamton University and St John’s
intimidating to self-represented clients.
have become productive members of the
University.
Soma Syed was born in Bangladesh, and
community.
Karen has deep roots in the community,
migrated to the US with her parents when she
Andrea’s experience in Family and
and was appointed a Judge by Mayor Bill
was 12 years old. Her dad, Aftab Uddin Syed,
Criminal Law makes her ideal for a seat on
de Blasio in 2015. She will be a Judge in the
was a District Commissioner in Bangladesh,
the Bench. In addition, she has deep roots
Supreme Court in Queens County.
while her mom Amina Khatun Syed was a
in the community that gives her a unique
One of her mentors is Judge Alex Calabrese Principal at a High School for girls.
perspective in which to dispense justice.
who has always encouraged Karen to reach for
Soma attended I.S. 238, Jamaica High
The community is proud of its four women
the stars.
School, and the Albany Law School of Union
judges. They have shown that through hard
Cassandra Johnson was born in Far
University, where she qualified as an attorney.
work and determination they can scale any
Rockaway, and was raised in Queens Village,
She has spent over 18 years helping people
New York. In 1991, her mother Andree
with housing, unemployment, immigration,
Sylvestre came to Queens from Haiti. Andree
and other matters. She is the immediate
was determined to improve herself. She
past president of the Queens County Bar
worked hard, became a social worker, and
Association, and she currently serves as
put herself through law school. This served
the Chairwoman of the New York State Bar
as a tremendous inspiration for the young
Association Lawyer Referral, and Information
Cassandra.
Service.
She worked in her mother’s office since
Andrea Ogle was born in Guyana. Her
High School, and saw at first hand Andree’s
family has prized education, an untiring
passion for service, and the care she took to
work ethic, honesty, and respect for others.
make her client’s lives better.
Her participation in her community has
Cassandra went to St John’s University,
enriched the lives of many. She is admired as a
where she graduated with a Bachelor’s degree
changemaker.
in Mathematics, after which she went to St
Andrea attended Queens College, Hofstra
John’s University Law School.
University, and Seton Hall School of Law. As
After graduation, Cassandra was in her
an attorney, Andrea has represented hundreds
mother’s office as an associate attorney,
of litigants, and has handled complex matters
representing mostly Queens residents of West
in the Family Court, Housing Court, Criminal
Indian and Caribbean descent.
and Supreme Courts.
She then worked for the City of New York
She has also represented clients in New
as a staff attorney, until her assignment in the
York Family Treatment Court, and has
Queens Supreme Court.
participated in aftercare releases, mediation,
Cassandra says that she is humbled by
and settlement negotiations.
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Judge Soma Syed
mountain.
They bring to the Bench backgrounds from
Trinidad and Tobago, Haiti, Bangladesh, and
Guyana, that show the American Dream is
alive.
Justices Karen Gopee, Cassandra Johnson,
Soma Syed, and Andrea Ogle have blazed
the trail, and are role models, worthy
of emulation. They are grateful to the
community for its support.
We are proud to name these distinguished
women as our Profile of the Year, 2021.

Welcome Centre Immigrant Services, York Region
Free 9-week Online Enhanced Language Training (ELT) program
with Employment Connections

Welcome Centre Immigrant Services, York Region offers the ELT program
to new immigrants with prior experience in one of the following sectors:
Accounting & Finance, Office Administration & Customer Service,
Teaching & Education, Information Technology, or Health Care
Program includes:
• Workplace Language Training
• Sector-specific Terminology and Labour Market Information
• Pre-employment Preparation Workshops
• Job Search Support
• Exposure to a Canadian work environment

New class starts January 2022
For more information, phone 1-877-761-1155, ext. 3609
anne.chiang@welcomecentre.ca
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Thank You for Your Patronage
over the Past Years.
We look Forward to Serving
You in 2022 and Beyond.
Beyond.

Our Xmas Specials:

Aniseed Bread, Special Pepperpot
Bread plus Black & Fruit Cakes

w w w . n a r a i n e s b a k e r y. c o m
FO R T H E F I N E ST I N B R E A D , T E N N I S RO L L S , S A L A R A , W H O L E W H E AT, A N D PA ST R I E S , H OT, F R E S H , A N D D E L E C TA B L E P RO D U C T S
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Ramoutar heeded the calls & responded with service
Paras Ramoutar: A Call Within a Call (Memoir)
By Ramdath Jagessar
ost local government politicians in Trinidad, and
also here in Canada are little known to most people
in their area or nationally. However, this cannot be
said of Parasram Ramoutar of both Trinidad and Canada.
His recently released memoir A Call Within a Call reveals
what an extraordinary person this humble man has become,
successful in a handful of professions no less. It is really four
calls within his initial call to serve in local government politics.
A Call Within a Call details his 50-year journey through
journalism, local government politics, public relations, public
servant, and law as a justice of the peace.
Paras has much to boast about, but this memoir is not about
blowing his own trumpet, but simply retailing the experiences
in the humblest manner.
Most interestingly for us in Toronto, the story gets going
right here, where the bright student from the remote rural
village of Caparo in county Caroni, Trinidad, wins a Rotary
scholarship to study journalism in Ryerson University
starting 1971. He aced that course, acquired a BA degree,
and immediately began writing for the Trinidad Express and
several Toronto media serving Caribbean people in Canada.
Then came his winning and highly satisfying public servant

M

stint as an outreach activist with the Rent Review Board in
Toronto. He could have remained in Canada permanently, but
the call of Caparo and his family was too strong. He returned
to Trinidad in 1979 to again take up the Herculean task of
uplifting his much neglected home village.
Here comes the most awesome part of this memoir in his
attempt to uplift his village of 3,000 through local government
politics; to my mind, this is also the saddest part as well.
Caparo had endured decades of absolute neglect through
the colonial era and into the self-governing and Independent
era in Trinidad. It was prone to flooding every year, lacked
proper electricity and water, roads were bad, telephones absent,
bus service pretty much a joke, with recreation services few or
none; it had nothing, and wanted everything.
Paras was determined to change, that and he put in decades
of activism, organising, joining the county council, pleading,
begging, and petitioning the authorities for help. Ultimately, he
failed, as Caparo to this day still has not received its fair share
of resources; however, it is a glorious failure. And Paras has not
given up on his beloved Caparo to this day.
Would you or I, who have migrated to Canada from similar
rural villages in Trinidad or Guyana, have considered giving
up Canada to spend a half century beating against a closed
door for our home village? I doubt it.

The rest of this memoir
is a more uplifting survey of
Paras’ movement through
journalism in Trinidad
working for what was
then two national daily
newspapers, working
through numerous public
relations jobs, more public
Paras Ramoutar
service with a Youth
Training organisation, and becoming a Justice of the Peace in
Caparo, one of the most important positions in the village.
I worked for the Trinidad Express and Trinidad Guardian in
the 1970s and 1980s in the last century, and have only a vague
memory of Paras Ramoutar as a local activist. He won his first
county council election in 1996, by which time I had moved
out of Trinidad.
Reading this memoir gives me new respect for the man
and his mission, no mamaguy or eyepass as we say in the
Caribbean, no flattery as we say in Canada.
It is well worth reading for those who do not know him at
all. He deserves the tag of Man of the People of Caparo; maybe
man of the people of Caroni; or perhaps, man of the people of
Trinidad as well. A Call Within a Call is available here.

said. She moved to Britain from Guyana at the age of 27, and
she is now 71.
Her first collection of poetry, Is a Long-Memoried Woman,
won the Commonwealth Poetry Prize in 1983. In 2007, she
was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature.
Nichols added, “In my own work I’ve celebrated my
Guyanese-Caribbean-South American heritage in relation to
the English traditions we inherited as a former British colony.
To poetry and the English language that I love, I’ve brought the
registers of my own Caribbean tongue. I wish my parents who
use to chide me for straining my eyes, as a small girl reading
by torchlight in bed, were around to share in this journey that
poetry has blessed me with.”
Armitage noted that over the past four decades, Nichols
has been “an original, pioneering voice” in the British poetry
scene, where she has embraced the tones of her adopted
country, and maintained the cadences of her native tongue.

“Her poems are alive with characters from the folklore and
fables of her Caribbean homeland, and echo with the rhymes
and rhythms of her family and ancestors. Song-like or prayerlike on occasion, they exhibit an honesty of feeling and a
generosity of spirit. They are also passionate and sensuous at
times, being daring in their choice of subject and openhearted
in their outlook,” Armitage said.
He also noted that Nichols has been a beacon for black
women poets in Britain, staying true to her linguistic
coordinates and poetic sensibilities, and offering a means of
expression that has offered inspiration and encouragement.
“She is a moving elegist, and a poet of conciliation and
constructive dialogue between cultures, but also a voice of
questioning dissent when the occasion demands,” he declared.
The Gold Medal for Poetry was established by King George
V in 1933, and is awarded each year to a poet from the UK or
a Commonwealth Realm.

Guyanese writer wins Queen’s Gold Medal for Poetry

G

uyanese writer Grace
Nichols has been
awarded the Queen’s
Gold Medal for Poetry for
the year 2021, Buckingham
Palace announced last Friday.
It said that the Poetry
Medal Committee, chaired
by the Poet Laureate Simon
Grace Nichols
Armitage, unanimously
recommended Nichols as this year’s recipient on the basis of
her body of work, particularly her first collection of poetry, I
Is a Long-Memoried Woman (1983), for her prose, and several
books written for younger readers.
The recommendation was approved by Queen Elizabeth II.
“I was overwhelmed when I first got the news. It was both
wonderful and humbling to be recognised in this way,” Nichols

A

thud on the bedroom door jerked George out of a
dream and snapped his upper body into a sitting
posture. He gasped at a pair of moving shadows under
his door. His long fingers grabbed the blanket and pulled it
to his chin. The paper-thin bedroom door offered no real
protection.
George’s blood turned cold when the shadows lingered at
the doorway. He held his breath and stared at the doorknob.
Whispers in the hallway gave him goosebumps.
The landlord lived elsewhere, so the offenders had to be two
of the four other residents living in the rooming house.
George poised his six-foot
bony frame with clenched fists
and gritted teeth. He was ready.
After an eternity of hiding
in the dark and waiting for the
inevitable, George released the
air from his screaming lungs. His
body slumped out of its rigidity.
George imagined the shadows
stooping and staring at him
from under the door with evil
glares spawned from malicious
intentions.
With his eyes glued to the crack under the door, George
leaned sideways to lie on the bed with his back against the
wall. He dared them in his mind to enter at their peril.
The shadows vanished when the dim light of dawn seeped
under the door of the 55-year-old.
George combed his fingers through his mustache and beard.
He rubbed the sweat off his bald head before rolling off the
bed and tiptoeing to the door. A bursting bladder forced him
to confront the entity outside his door. He had to get to the
washroom before the others. Daylight buoyed his courage,
allowing him to open the door a crack to peer at the spot. Even
though the shadows no longer existed, George’s heart pounded
when he stepped around their perceived location.
After using the facilities, George stayed with routine. He
entered the kitchen before the other tenants and poured the
first cup of coffee from the machine after setting it to brew
ten cups. He blew the rising steam and slurped the java before
taking his usual seat at the far corner of the six-seater dining
table to read the newspaper.
Instead of glancing up now and then to greet and observe
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the other tenants, George planned to camouflage his scrutiny
of them behind friendly gestures.
The skinny construction worker with long curly hair
entered and smiled at George. He filled his Styrofoam cup and
capped it after adding sugar and cream. He raised it on his way
out to say goodbye. George
mirrored his actions and
eliminated him as a suspect.
He did not show any signs of
ill-will toward George.
The elderly pot-bellied
gentleman with the cast on
his leg hobbled in on noisy
crutches. He went straight to
the coffee machine without
noticing George. Awkward
movements spilled coffee
everywhere. George followed his movement down the hall and
out the back door to drink what was left of his coffee after he
left a trail of it along the path he took. His hacking cough and
tobacco-stained, unkempt facial hair did not get in the way of
his lighting up, regardless of the weather.
George smiled to himself. Two down, two to go. His smile
turned into a grin when he heard the expected mumbling in
the hall from the old lady who always cleaned up the spills of
her clumsy neighbour on her way to the kitchen.
“Good morning, young man.” Her motherly tone wrapped
George in comfort.
“Good morning, Ma’am.” George stopped short of saying,
“Mom.”
She came over and asked him about his well-being, and
offered her support before making her coffee and taking her
exit to chat with the smoker.
George believed that he was the talk of the rooming house
after the tragedy.
The young lady’s perfume and her tuneful hums wafted into
the kitchen before she made her style-conscious appearance at
the doorway, beaming a white-toothed grin at George.

Kamil
Ali

George scanned her from
head to toe. The aspiring
actress in her waitress uniform was nothing short of gorgeous.
George gazed at her through moist eyes when she turned
her back to him to pour her coffee. His heavy heart pulled his
eyes down to the newspaper. He stared at it, but lost himself
to the recurring vision that haunted him every moment of his
life. Sleep did not offer any reprieve. Howls of anguish and
streams of tears awoke him many nights after the accident.
“Hello, Pops.” The waitress pulled up a chair next to George
with a dimpled grin. “How are we doing, today?”
“Hello, Helen.” George forced a smile. “We’re not doing too
well.” He placed his hand on hers. “You remind me so much of
my Glenda.”
“Oh, George.” She released her cup and placed her other
hand on his. “I cannot dare to imagine your pain.” Her sad
eyes stared into his.
“She was just as perfect as you.” A tear rolled down his
cheek. Helen wiped it away with her thumb. “Perfect and
compassionate like you.” George leaned his head on their
hands and sobbed. Helen stroked his head with her free hand.
She remained silent for the grief-stricken George to let out his
anguish.
“It was an error in judgment, George. You have nothing to
feel guilty about.” Helen's soft voice soothed George. “You have
suffered enough.” She glanced around. “Not only have you lost
your wife and daughter, but the lawsuit took away your assets
and your will to live.”
“You have a heart of gold.” George composed himself.
“Thank you for your support. I will follow you as you reach for
the stars.”
“Goodbye, George.” She got up and kissed his forehead.
“The film company will pick me up after work. I promise to
stay in touch.” She stepped into the hallway and glanced back
over her shoulders. “Oh, by the way, let them back into your
life when they come a-knocking tonight.”
George stared at the empty doorway. He did not hear Helen
leave.
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Rowley disappointed over PDP 14-1 sweep
Port-of-Spain – The significant loss by the PNM at the
That the PNM had won the THA election five times consecuTobago House of Assembly elections was not “entirely surpris- tively also served as a disadvantage, he said.
ing”, the party’s political leader and Prime Minister Dr Keith
“People get divorced on the basis that they’re married too
Rowley said last week. However, the 14-1 magnitude of the defeat long,” he added.
stung, since he was born in Tobago, and was raised in the village
He also said, “The very fact that you’ve won five times; the
of Mason Hall.
very fact that you’re
The Progressive
looking for a sixth
Democratic Patriots
term – it matters
sweep of the elecnot what those five
tions was Mason
terms were.”
Hall/Moriah taken
Dr Rowley also
away by the wave.
noted that a large
The surge and major
number of young
loss gave Rowley
people who went
the unenviable staout to vote, and
tus of being the first
voted against the
Tobago-born Prime
PNM, may not have
Minister to lose a
understood
the
THA election.
progress that has
As
Rowley
been made on the
told the Trinidad
island. The PNM
Guardian last weekwould have been in
end, “I am disapoffice for most of
pointed. I will not
their lives, so there
be honest if I told PNM Tobago Council leader Tracy Davidson-Celestine (second from left) was no comparaconcedes after her party’s defeat in the THA elections on December 6 tive.
you that I wasn’t
disappointed. I would have preferred if we had won. We did the
Said Rowley: “They look at the horizon going forward, and
best we could, and we didn’t get the result we wanted. Maybe the say but why am I not a pilot in a plane? Why am I not a billionbest was not good enough.”
aire? Why don’t I have a business? But when you’re dealing with
The PNM took a convincing majority of ten
that it is easy to dismiss the progress you have
districts in 2017, but faltered with a 6-6 deadmade. And that is why when you’re in office for
lock last year with the PDP build-up of support.
long, it’s difficult to have those people see you
Rowley said he knew defeat was possible, but
as their saviour, or their first choice. As far as
was surprised that the loss was “so heavy”.
they are concerned, you are there, and you have
“So, I was not surprised that we lost, but I
done nothing.”
was a little surprised at the extent of the defeat,”
The idea of politicians versus officeholders
he said.
may also have been a factor, Rowley said.
Following the loss, and after some reflection,
According to Rowley, he felt the PNM needRowley said the people of Tobago may have
ed more politicians to be on location in Tobago.
been desirous of change in representation in
“If you are in fact a politician, you would be
choosing the PDP over the 60-year-old PNM
more concerned about the political effect of
that he currently leads.
your existence.”
He also noted that perhaps it was the party’s
Additionally, “If you are an officeholder then
Keith Rowley
extended tenure, changing voting patterns in the
you might then take for granted that you are
population, and the economic challenges brought on by Covid- influencing people when you are not,” he said.
19 that played a major role in the PNM’s defeat.
However, at the end of it, the massive loss to the PDP was a
“Don’t forget we are doing this in a period of economic wake-up call for PNM, he said.
decline, and in the second year of a pandemic, where there aren’t
Moving forward now meant the party picking itself up and
very many things you can do to make yourself popular,” he said. rebuilding, Rowley concluded.

Four-star rating for CAL
Port-of-Spain – Caribbean Airlines has been rated a “Four
Star Major Airline” by its passengers in the Airline Passenger
Experience Association recently-released official airline ratings
for 2022.
APEX is a global non-profit organisation. It designed the
airline ratings system using customers’ votes worldwide, with
categories of five-star global airlines; five-star major airlines;
five-star regional airlines; four-star global airlines; four-star
regional airlines; and four-star low-cost carriers.
A CAL statement following the ratings stated, “[The four-star
status] reinforces [CAL’s] place as a world-class carrier, committed to providing an enhanced customer experience, excellent
service standards and quality products.”
CAL CEO Garvin Medera also commented on the award,
saying, “We are extremely happy to know that our passengers
have given us such favourable ratings. They are at the centre of
all we do at the airline.”
He added, “This award is motivating, and an affirmation that
the focus and effort to enhance the travel experience is appreciated by our valued customers. As the number one regional air
carrier, we remain committed to keeping our customers satisfied.”
The ratings are recorded based on neutral, third-party passenger feedback and insights gathered through APEX’s partnership with TripIt from Concur, a travel-organising app.
For this year’s awards, nearly a million flights were rated by
passengers across more than 600 airlines from around the world
using a five-star scale.
The APEX ratings were independently certified by a professional external auditing company.
CAL was also awarded platinum certification by APEX
Health Safety in March, “for its efforts in ensuring the highest standards of cleanliness and sanitisation for its customers’
health and wellness when travelling,” the statement noted.
“This airline is the first regional carrier to be awarded the
certification, which was granted following a comprehensive
month-long audit of the airline’s Covid-19 protocols.”

Vaccine hesitant defies Al Rawi’s best efforts

Port-of-Spain – A disappointed Attorney General Faris Al be operating at 50 percent capacity.
Said Al-Rawi: “Our hospitals are filled with unvaccinated
Rawi last week spoke to the extensive vaccine resistance being
experienced in his San Fernando West constituency in the effort people. Between 95 to 97 percent of people who are in ICU and
HDU are unvaccinated. So, we want people to pay attention.”
to deliver shots into arms.
He would not comment directly on the introduction of
According to Al Rawi, his constituency office has been bringing vaccines to the community, holding outreach clinics, and mandatory vaccines, saying, “The Prime Minister has the lead
on mandatory vaccines.
even going door to door
My job as the Attorney
to convince nationals to
General is to have all
take the shot.
options always in gear.
However, after meetFor now, I have been in
ing with thousands, a dismy constituency, and I
appointing seven constithave knocked on every
uents turned up to presdoor that we can.”
ent arms, Al-Rawi said.
Al Rawi said commuHe admitted that he
nity vaccination caravans
was disappointed by the
were sent into some areas
reluctance of constituents
to deliver vaccines directto get vaccinated.
ly to residents.
Al Rawi also com“We brought in docmented on a video at
Papi’s Watering Hole
tors to answer questions,
and all we got was a
in Pleasantville, south
whopping seven people
Trinidad, that showed
scores of nationals gath- Faris Al-Rawi (left) at his San Fernando office last week helping willing to take the vacered last Friday night. Rickadonna Campbell prepare children’s Christmas hampers cine. We brought the vacThe crowd was clearly in contravention of Public Health cine to the people, and we volunteered to pick up people, and
take them to be vaccinated, but they refused,” he lamented.
Regulations.
Al-Rawi also criticised Opposition Leader Kamla PersadThe owner of Papi’s Watering Hole has since admitted the
video making the rounds on social media was recorded at his Bissessar, saying she was not taking the lead to encourage
nationals to be vaccinated. He also called on his parliamentary
new establishment.
However, he added he wanted to consult with his lawyer and colleagues to aid in the national vaccination drive.
the police before making further statements.
“We have to get to the point where all of us can encourage
The video showed people in close proximity, some maskless, people. This is a serious issue and the media is doing its part,”
while many more were gathered outside. Earlier this month on he added.
Al-Rawi called on UNC politicians to join the struggle, and
his Instagram page, the owner said the bar will obey the Public
Health regulations, servicing only vaccinated people, and would urge their constituents to get vaccinated.
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Minister of Health Terrence Deyalsingh & US Embassy
Chargé d’Affaires Shante Moore receive Pfizer vaccines at Piarco International Airport last week

T&T gets US Pfizer shots

Port-of-Spain – Trinidad and Tobago received another shipment of Pfizer Covid-19 vaccines last week, the latest supply
donated by the US. It was the second shipment that arrived last
week.
The two shipments contained a combined 304,200 doses of
the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, and represent the second tranche
of a total of 907,920 vaccines promised by the US government.
An initial donation of 305,370 Pfizer vaccines was received in
August.
Health Minister Terrence Deyalsingh and US Embassy
Chargé d’Affaires Shante Moore received the vaccines at the
Piarco International Airport.
The US Embassy said the donations will constitute 77 percent
of all vaccines donated to Trinidad and Tobago.
Earlier last week, the Embassy said the vaccine donation was
part of the US government’s commitment to lead in the effort to
vaccinate the world.
So far the US has shipped over 280 million free vaccines to
110 countries, and intends to deliver 200 million more within
the next few months, the Embassy noted.
It also noted that the Pfizer vaccines have allowed children
in Trinidad and Tobago to be vaccinated to begin to return to
school.
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T&T govt not ruling out vaccination mandate - Rowley
Port-of-Spain – With the government of Trinidad
However, it remained a concern that roughly half of
and Tobago’s vaccine campaign stalled at around 46
the population was vaccinated, and cases and deaths
percent of the population inoculated, the next move
were climbing daily.
may see the mandated vaccinations becoming a reality.
Said Rowley, “I am concerned at the acceptance of
Speaking with the Trinidad Guardian last week,
20 or 30 people dying every day and that being acceptPrime Minister Dr Keith Rowley noted the surge in
ed as the norm. If we know that what is fuelling that
new Covid-19 cases, averaging last week at 750-plus a
situation is the large number of unvaccinated people in
day, along with the escalation of deaths to an average of
the country, then the time is likely to come when it is
20-plus per day.
that development that is going to cause the government
Given the levels of resistance by nationals to being
to make a decision. Can we just accept every day that
vaccinated, and the troubling numbers of infections
20 or 30 people will die, and go on like normal?”
and deaths, Rowley said his government is now considWhen his administration will draw the line will be
ering mandated vaccinations, and is weighing convertdetermined “by a government that decides enough is
ing the Public Service into safe zones.
enough, or that we’ve done the best we can, and we
As Rowley noted, “[The] government will have to
need to get better results,” he said.
do what is reasonable and feasible in order to give
Additionally, “We cannot just accept that we are
[Trinidad and Tobago] the best protection in a pangoing to go on indefinitely saying that that is how the
demic.”
pandemic is going to pan out in Trinidad and Tobago
According to Rowley, what is in the works could see
where we just get people dying every day, until such
the government expanding other areas of the safe-zone T&T PM Dr Keith Rowley receives a second dose of Sinopharm in
time as there are no more people to be killed.”
initiative implemented in restaurants and bars to other Scarborough, Tobago on August 6, 2021
Noting that his administration’s approach has been
parts of the economy. He noted the Public Service as being “one would do what is reasonable and feasible. At the same time, he one of cooperation with citizens, using the approach of persuaof those areas”, this being a space where large numbers of people acknowledged that the creation of a safe zone in public sector sion, and while it has not taken the path to a mandate for vacinteract.
spaces would mean its employees could only work if fully vac- cinations, “[It] does not mean that we will not”, he said.
Said Rowley: “The use of the safe zone approach is under cinated.
consideration, and participation in there might be one of the
“[The] considerations are there” for a scenario emerging
areas where the government can expect to influence more where there is mandatory vaccinations, he said.
Port-of-Spain – Projecting a bleak Christmas for many
people to change their behaviour or their participation.”
Rowley was also insistent that his government had no plans nationals in Trinidad and Tobago, Opposition Leader Kamla
Noting that the move appeared to be a government push to return to restrictions on movement or businesses since it
Persad-Bissessar last week called on the government to immeditowards mandating vaccines, Rowley said his government caused a devastating and costly impact on the economy.
ately “remove the [Value Added Tax] on all food items”.

UNC calls for ease on VAT

PDP gets UNC support for THA audit
Port-of-Spain – Plans for a forensic audit of the accounts of
the PNM-run Tobago House of Assembly by the newly-elected
Progressive Democratic Patriots were last week endorsed by
Opposition Leader Kamla Persad-Bissessar.
The Opposition’s endorsement was made last week in
Parliament, when Persad-Bissessar spoke in the House of
Representatives during a motion that chided the government on
its handling of the economy.
The last examination of government expenditure in Tobago
took place in April 2016, when administrators from the THA
appeared before Parliament’s Joint Select Committee on Local
Authorities, Service Commissions and Statutory Authorities,
for an inquiry into the THA’s financial allocation for tourism,
transportation, and agriculture.
Notably, whether it was coincidental or not, Persad-Bissessar
was dressed in black and green, which are the PDP party’s
colours. Her choice of attire came in the wake of the PDP
trouncing the PNM 14-1 in the THA election that took place
on December 6. Persad-Bissessar also wore a bright green tie.
Welcoming the change in administration at the THA, PersadBissessar said a forensic audit of all THA accounts was now
needed due to a lack of THA audited reports for 21 years under

Juman gets Hassim’s diploma from UTT’s Dr Persad

Grieving mom accepts late son’s diploma

Port-of-Spain – A mother grieving the loss of her only child
and son to Covid-19 accepted his University of Trinidad and
Tobago diploma posthumously last week during a graduation
ceremony that was mixed with celebration and sorrow.
While graduating during the challenging pandemic brought
joy to 30 students from UTT’s mechanical engineering class, at
the same time classmates also grieved for 20-year-old Abdullah
Hassim, who died on June 5 from Covid-19.
Thousands of nationals online watched the moving moment
when Hassim’s weeping mother, Nabilah Juman, walked up to
the podium to accept her son’s diploma on November 30. UTT’s
president Dr Prakash Persad then thanked Hassim for his academic achievements. Hassim obtained first-class honours.
Said Juman afterwards, “I just could not contain my tears
knowing that Abdullah worked relentlessly to obtain his diploma, and he did not live to graduate.”
On June 5 Hassim began complaining of severe chest pains.
He died inexplicably and suddenly later that day at home. It was
later discovered he was infected with the Covid-19 virus.

19

She made the appeal in the Parliament during the Opposition’s
private motion last Friday.
Persad-Bissessar followed up her call in Parliament the next
day, saying, “As families across our nation grapple with what is
the PNM.
“Thank God there has been a change and we can see some the worst economy in the nation’s history, I call on the governtransparency coming out of the THA in terms of taxpayers dol- ment to immediately remove VAT on all food items.”
She said over the past two years that “thousands of persons
lars allocated to [Tobago]. Let us find out where that [TT] $40
have lost their jobs, leaving their families struggling on the
billion went over 20 years,” she said.
breadline”.
During her presentation,
She added, “The Rowley regime
Persad-Bissessar noted that
claims to have spent over five billion
the recent efforts by the govtaxpayer dollars in Covid-19 relief,
ernment to remove VAT on
yet little of these monies have reached
some foodstuffs were inadthose in need.”
equate.
She also recalled that VAT was
“Do not let it be a Scrooge
removed from over 7,000 food items
Christmas. Remove VAT this
during her administration, and noted
Christmas season on all food
that her “government still operated
items,” she said.
comfortably”.
Earlier she complained
Said Persad-Bissessar: “The govthat since September 2020,
ernment can afford to give the peoout of 45 sittings, only five
ple of Trinidad and Tobago a Merry
had been allocated for private
Christmas by at least removing the
members’ motions, which
VAT on all food items.”
should be done once a month.
Meanwhile, the UNC’s Mayaro MP
She said the Opposition had
Rushton Paray said last week there is
been deprived by the last pria sharp disconnect between how the
vate motion taking place six
government of Trinidad and Tobago
months ago.
sees the economy on paper and what
Persad-Bissessar also said
people are experiencing in their daily
Trinidad and Tobago had
lives.
recently faced a historical
Paray made the statement on Friday
health and economic crisis,
in the House of Representatives durcausing business closures
ing an Opposition motion that chided
and job losses, which she
the government on its management
described as being “crimiof the economy.
nally negligent”.
He said the government’s poliShe said despite [TT] $5
cies were “weak and unresponsive to
billion being reportedly budthe needs of the people of Trinidad
geted for Covid-19, Trinidad
and Tobago in the circumstances we
and Tobago had one of the
Kamla Persad-Bissessar wearing green & black
find ourselves in”. Additionally, Paray
world’s worse rates of Covidlast week, which are the PDP’s colours
noted there was “a policy-mismatch”
19 infections.
“We are in a very, very bad way with the economy,” she said. between the government and people.
“Clearly, we in the Opposition, as we go through our constitAccording to Persad-Bissessar, the government decimated
uencies, meeting our citizens and burgesses, [we have detected]
the economy while ignoring the warning signs.
“Over 113,000 people lost their jobs,” she declared, citing a considerable amount of suffering and pain among the people,”
Paray said.
June 2020 data, while many more had become unemployed.
He added, “In many cases, these decisions made by the gov“Like the rest of the roads in this country, there are more
potholes in the Road to Recovery than there is asphalt,” she ernment are leading to grinding poverty, starvation in some
cases, and an inability to meet the basic day to day expenses for
declared.
Also, during her presentation, Persad-Bissessar sought pro- several of our citizens. This is a Christmas of distress and misery
tection from the chair from alleged cross talk from Minister of that is going to come down on a large number of nationals.”
Paray chided the government for relying on a declining
National Security Fitzgerald Hinds.
“You cannot shoot across the floor. Have some respect for the energy sector, and for not making any effort to restructure the
economy.
chair,” she chided Hinds.
“The Minister of Finance [Colm Imbert] could read out
“Laventille West [Hinds], you lost! Deal with it!”, she added,
referencing the massive election loss the PNM received from the financial data and international reports until the cows come
home, but who is in the kitchen feels the heat,” Paray declared.
PDP in the December 6 THA elections.
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The Golden Years of Indian Cinema
Sadhna hit the screen with a bang, made the cut with her iconic Hepburn hairstyle

S

adhna (born Sadhna Shivdasani, September 2, 1941)
was one of the top actresses back in the 1960s and early
1970s, which is regarded as Bollywood’s golden era.
Her debut was in the movie Shree 420, directed by the
talented Raj Kapoor. However, her debut as a heroine was first
in a 1958 Sindhi film titled, Abaana.
She then stepped onto the Bollywood platform, starring
in the romantic
movie, Love in
Simla. Soon,
she was almost
everyone’s
favourite,
especially Raj
Khosla who made
her the star of
most of his films,
such as Mera
Saaya, Anita and
Woh Kaun Thi?.
Khosla instilled
that stardom aura
Hepburn’s inspiring hairstyle
around Sadhna
in Woh Kaun Thi? that she went on to win several laurels and
bagged the Filmfare Award for the Best Actress in the year
1965.
She then went on to produce major hits, especially with the
film Waqt, for which she once again stole the show, and won
the Filmfare award for Best Actress.
Later, in the year 2002, she was awarded the IIFA Lifetime
Achievement Award.
Today, those tiny fringes in the front of one’s forehead aren’t
considered to be a great style. But back then, those bangs
were labelled ‘Sadhna Cut’ since she was the first heroine to
come in front of the camera in this iconic hairstyle inspired by
yesteryear’s most popular Hollywood actress, Audrey Hepburn.
This ‘Sadhna Cut’ was advised to her by none other than
her beau and beloved husband, Ram Krishna Nayyar, who was
the director of Love in Simla.
Sadhna’s fringe complemented her dazzling smile, her other
winsome trademark, and one of the biggest heroines of 1960s

Bollywood was born.
Sadhna was also known for her stylised tight-fit churidarkurta, which was imitated by several others down the road. In
fact, the Shah Rukh Khan starrer movie Rab Ne Bana Di Jodi,
with a multi-cast song that portrays Bipasha Basu in the same
outfit, is a tribute to Sadhna.
In 1963, Sadhna starred in Mere Mehboob. One of the
scenes from the film where Rajendra Kumar encounters
Sadhna for the first time and sees her eyes through her burqa
is considered as one of the most remarkable scenes in Hindi
cinema
Describing the visage of Sadhna in a burqa, a stunned
Danny Denzongpa once described the sight as “unforgettable”!
Sadhna’s career spanned about four decades in which she
starred in over 30 successful movies such as Ek Phool Do Mali,
Mera Saaya, Rajkumar, and Woh Kaun Thi?
She worked with all-time best actors such as Dev Anand,
Sunil Dutt, Feroz Khan, Manoj Kumar, Shammi Kapoor, Raj
Kapoor, Anil Dhawan, Kishore Kumar, and superstar Rajesh
Khanna in Dil Daulat Duniya.
She had also worked with famous directors like Ramanand
Sagar, and
Manmohan Desai.
Apart from all
the films that she
has done, Sadhna
will forever be
remembered for
the Rafi-Asha
duet Abhi Na Jaao
Chodkar, that
today remains an
evergreen hit song!
Sadhna had
health issues due
to her thyroid,
and received
Fringe with a dazzling smile
treatment in
Boston. Returning from the US, she worked in some successful
movies, among them Geeta Mera Naam, and Inteqaam. After
that, she retired from acting as she did not want to be cast as a

Ajax Crematorium & Visitation Centre

supporting actress.
Sadhna lived
with her husband
Ram Krishna
Nayyar for 30
years. After he
tragically passed
away in 1995 due
to asthma, she
went on to rent
an apartment
in Santacruz,
Mumbai, that was
owned by singer
Asha Bhosle.
Having been
diagnosed with
hyperthyroidism,
she retired
from films, and
reportedly did
not want to be
photographed
thereafter, as she
wanted people to
remember her by
her golden past.
Hairstyle with a winsome smile
In 2014, Sadhna
now 73, made a memorable public appearance. Along with
Ranbir Kapoor, she walked the ramp in a pink sari at a fashion
show to support the cause for cancer and AIDS patients.
She jokingly revealed her life post-retirement from films: “I
do gardening for two hours in the morning. Then sometimes I
take a massage. After lunch I go to the club and play cards. In
the evening I watch TV. I also have a group of non-filmi friends.”
After suffering from a tumour, she underwent a surgery for
a small lesion in her mouth and passed away on December 25,
2015, at age 74 at the Hinduja hospital.
Along with her image of a popular fashion icon, Sadhna
left a lasting impact on the film industry with her acting,
intelligence, and grace.
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Kabhi Khushi Kabhie Gham’s dream cast restitched deep-rooted family values
By Mimansa Shekhar
his perception. He called Kabhi Khushi Kabhie Gham “the
dream cast is not something Bollywood gets to flaunt
single biggest slap in my face and my biggest reality check”.
often. Blame it on the calendars of our superstars, or
And with Lagaan and Dil Chahta Hai sweeping through
the budgetary constraints for filmmakers, we have
major awards and reviews, Kabhi Khushi Kabhie Gham’s
until now seen only a handful with an exceptional cast. One
performance was a shocker for Karan.
such, unarguably is Kabhi Khushi Kabhie Gham.
There is no denying that Kareena Kapoor’s character Poo,
Back in 2001, when the first trailer of Kabhi Khushi Kabhie
a self-obsessed, bold and loud fashionista, has a separate fan
Gham hit our television screens, one could only watch in
base today. Her dialogues, punch lines and shenanigans from
awe – Amitabh Bachchan, Jaya Bachchan, Shah Rukh Khan,
P.H.A.T. to ‘Whateva’, became a part of our daily lingo before she
Kajol, Hrithik Roshan, and Kareena Kapoor, all squeezed up
gave another memorable character in Geet (Jab We Met – 2007).
in one frame, in a movie helmed by one of the most sought
Karan who created Poo, called himself one!
after directors, Karan Johar. Almost 20 years later, nobody has
“I am Poo, that’s who I am, I wrote all the lines, picked the
managed to replicate such an ensemble.
clothes, everything,” he said, adding, “But at the time only
Kabhi Khushi Kabhie Gham was clearly among the biggest
Bebo (Kareena) and I loved her character.”
A Bollywood dream cast all in one frame
films that year. In fact, back in the day, Karan Johar thought he
There are several trivia attached to the film. We know about
was making “the biggest film in Hindi cinema since
Rani Mukerji’s extended cameo in Kabhi Khushi
Mughal-e-Azam”.
Kabhie Gham. But even Abhishek Bachchan was to
“I made the same film as Kuch Kuch Hota Hai,
appear as a guy who refuses to accompany Kareena’s
that’s what [Kabhi Khushi Kabhie Gham] was,” the
Poo to the prom. His scene got chopped on the
director said in Audible Suno’s show Picture Ke
editing table.
Peeche last year.
In fact, John Abraham was approached to play
He further shared that he took the storyline of
Kareena’s friend Robbie. He refused and the tiny part
Kabhi Kabhie and the family values of Hum Aapke
was ultimately played by actor Vikas Sethi.
Hain Koun, “and made this mush of a film”.
Waheeda Rehman was signed to play Amitabh
The year 2001 was an era when we barely got
Bachchan’s mother. But the veteran actor left the
updates about a film’s shooting schedule or BTS
project after her husband’s death in 2000. Senior actor
stories. So Kabhi Khushi Kabhie Gham’s arrival was
Achala Sachdev finally did the role.
a landmark. The last movie that probably fit the bill
Ahead of Kabhi Khushi Kabhie Gham’s 20
was Rajshri Productions’ Hum Saath Saath Hain
years, Karan Johar on December 7 shared a post
(1999).
on Instagram. In the caption he recalled how the
Kabhi Khushi Kabhie Gham revolves around an
blockbuster has stood the test of time, and continues
A memorable dance performance in Kabhi Khushi Khabie Gham
Indian family that develops cracks after the adopted
to live on with its memorable music, dialogues, cast,
Kabhie Gham can be listed for several things.
elder son marries a girl belonging to a humble background.
and fashion.
But despite the popularity Kabhi Khushi Kabhie Gham went
How the younger son ends the misunderstanding between his
Said Karan: “It’s going to be 20 years and I still feel the
on to achieve over the years, it was panned by critics then. The euphoria of having this film release on the big screen and
father and brother forms the crux of the story.
movie even missed out on awards. That’s because 2001 was a
Kabhi Khushi Kabhie Gham not just brought back Shah
people going to watch it. But I feel the impact sank in for me
Rukh Khan-Kajol on screen, it even had Khan’s then four-year- highly successful year at the box office, but a very competitive
much later. And that feeling hasn’t stopped ever since."
one for production banners and distributors.
old son Aryan Khan in a cameo. While Hrithik and Kareena
He added, “I see all the videos, all the occasions this film’s
Kabhi Khushi Kabhie Gham does stand as the highest
received a thumbs-up as a pair, the Bachchan couple’s adorable
music is a part of, all the dialogues people have now inculcated
grosser of 2001, but close in the list were other blockbusters –
romance was a definite attraction for the audience.
in their daily life and of course – the fashion!! At the heart of
Gadar: Ek Prem Katha, Lagaan, and Dil Chahta Hai.
Jaya Bachchan’s motherly intuition before the arrival of her
it, I also see that after all this time – it’s all about loving your…
In fact, Johar confessed in the same audio show, that the
son, Kajol’s Chandni Chowk mannerisms, Hrithik’s chiseled
family! Celebrate #20YearsOfK3G with us... and stay tuned
two Aamir Khan films – Lagaan and Dil Chahta Hai changed
abs and the deep-rooted Indian family values – Kabhi Khushi
because we have a lot in store for you!”
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Stars align for Bangladesh women

T

he stars aligned for Bangladesh’s women cricketers late World Cup this time around, many would have left cricket, as
last month when the team qualified for the 50-over the next edition will be staged in 2026, and the careers of some
of the cricketers would not last that long,” Hossain told Cricbuzz.
World Cup for the first time.
Meanwhile, Khatun was over the moon with the qualificaThe qualification came following the International Cricket
Council calling off the World Cup Qualifiers 2021 in Harare due tion, telling Cricbuzz, “I cannot express in words about my feelto the introduction of travel restrictions on a number of African ings; I am happy that eventually we could fulfil our dream.”
Commenting on the qualification, Ahmed said it was a bycountries, including the host country Zimbabwe, following the
emergence of the Covid-19 omicron variant in southern Africa. product of their hard work and dedication.
“I think we really worked
Bangladesh, Pakistan, and
hard [to play in the World
the West Indies were named
Cup], and [were] rewarded
by the ICC as teams that
for our effort we had put bequalified for the World Cup
hind it,” she said.
2022, which will be played in
Pacer Alam said right now
New Zealand. The ICC’s decishe was focused on the World
sion was based on the compeCup tournament next year,
tition team rankings detailed
adding, “I will think of marin the tournament playing
riage only after playing in a
conditions.
World Cup.”
According to the team
Meanwhile, there have
rankings, Bangladesh were
been calls to the Bangladesh
on top of Group B with wins
Cricket Board to begin taking
over Pakistan and US, while
steps to facilitate the women’s
the West Indies topped Group
team for the upcoming tourA after beating Ireland.
nament, and cricket beyond.
The Bangladesh women
Former BCB game develwill be led by Nigar Sultana,
opment manager Nazmul
who was appointed captain
ahead of the Qualifiers in Banglasesh women cricketers become airborne in Abedin, who also worked
celebration following the fall of a wicket
with the women cricketers
Zimbabwe, and was picked
to lead ahead of the trio of Salma Khatun, Jahanara Alam, and during his tenure, told Cricbuzz this was the right time for the
Rumana Ahmed. The three players are former national skippers, BCB to take up necessary initiatives to ensure adequate prepaand in many ways are the torchbearers of women’s cricket in ration for Bangladesh facing international opponents at regular
intervals.
Bangladesh, Cricbuzz reported.
He added the BCB must keep in mind that from now on, the
Imtiaz Hossain, coach of Khulna Division that produces the
majority of women cricketers, said the trip to the Qualifiers women cricketers will have more international opportunities as
in Zimbabwe was a do-or-die situation for some of the squad part of ICC’s Future Tour Program.
“It’s a big stage with big responsibility. And the responsibility
members.
“It was hard for them to take up cricket when they started, is not only of the cricketers, but also of the cricket board. Banbut they were brave enough to chase their dreams and decided gladesh is now also part of the future tour program after getting
a berth in the World Cup. That means the girls will now play
to take it as a career option,” he said.
He added, “I first heard the news [qualifying for the ICC cricket at a higher level,” Abedin said.
He added, “This will definitely improve our game, but at the
World Cup] from Salma … over the phone. I can’t explain how
happy I was, considering I worked with most of the girls on this same time, they will also need overall infrastructure development because we have to give them sufficient facilities to win
team.”
Hossain noted that getting the pick for the upcoming tourna- against big teams. Maybe this will change the face of women’s
ment in New Zealand was a significant achievement for a few cricket in the next two to three years. The seniors will have a big
responsibility of guiding the team like the way they did, and I
members of the squad.
“[Considering] if Bangladesh failed to earn a berth in the am sure they won’t disappoint us.”

CWI hosts 2022 Ireland tour, Gayle’s farewell

W

est Indies will host Ireland in the Caribbean at the
top of next year for four white-ball matches, the
Caribbean Media Corporation reported last week.
The matches are expected to lay down the foundation for what
would be an active 2022 international calendar.
Three of the One Day Internationals will be hosted at Jamaica’s Sabina Park from
January 8-14. A one-off
Twenty20 International
to be played on January
16 is expected to serve
as veteran left-hander
Chris Gayle’s international farewell.
Said Cricket West
Indies Chief Executive,
Johnny Grave: “We are
looking forward to welcoming Ireland back to
the West Indies in January. They last visited the
Caribbean in 2020, and
we had some exciting
encounters, so we can
anticipate a competitive
Chris Gayle to play in farewell
series to start the new year.”
He added, “This will be the start of a very busy year for us at
CWI, as we host several international teams, as well as the ICC
Men’s Under-19 Cricket World Cup. We want to thank the government of Jamaica, and our colleagues at the Jamaica Cricket
Association, who have been working closely with us to make
sure that the tour can take place safely and smoothly.”
The Ireland tour comes against the backdrop of a busy 2021
for West Indies when the region hosted Sri Lanka, South Africa,
Australia, and Pakistan in Tests and white-ball matches.
Last year the Covid-19 pandemic decimated CWI’s international home itinerary, with many Caribbean countries forced

22

into government-enforced lockdowns and regional travel lost
momentum.
Naz Farrow, the CEO of title sponsors CG Insurance, said the
pandemic created unprecedented challenges that all stakeholders had been forced to navigate.
“When we first began our partnership a few years ago, we
would have never imagined that the teams, and
the world, were about to
face one of the biggest
challenges of this generation,” he said.
Farrow
added,
“Throughout the pandemic, we have been
thrilled to see the players and teams work
through the various obstacles to constantly deliver world-class cricket.
Even now, as Ireland
joins to play the ODIs
in January, we are proud
to continue to support
CWI, and this series,
T20 at Sabina on January 16
and look forward to these
exciting matches in 2022.”
Ireland’s last tour of the Caribbean was in January last year
when they lost the ODI series 3-0, and drew 1-1 in the T20
phase.
West Indies are now in Pakistan for a six-match white-ball
series comprising three ODIs and three T20Is, which started on
December 13 and continues to December 22.
Itinerary West Indies vs Ireland
January 8 – January 16, 2022
January 8: 1st ODI; January 11: 2nd ODI; January 14: 3rd
ODI; January 16: T20 farewell for Chris Gayle.

Eileen Ash: October 11, 1911 - December 4, 2021

World’s oldest Test
player passes at 110

E

ngland’s Eileen Ash, the world’s oldest Test player described as a ‘pioneer’ of the sport, died on December 4 at
age 110, the England and Wales Cricket Board revealed
earlier this month.
Ash was a right-arm seamer, played seven Tests for England
after making her debut against Australia in 1937, Reuters reported. She retired in 1949, but remained active in golf until the age
of 98, and even practiced yoga at the age of 105.
The ECB described Ash as “a remarkable woman who led an
extraordinary life”. Her portrait was unveiled at Lord’s in 2019,
and she had a life-long honorary membership with the Marylebone Cricket Club.
“Ash – who was the oldest-ever Test cricketer at the time of
her death – was a natural high-achiever, on and off the pitch,” the
ECB statement noted.
During her England career, Ash was also seconded to Britain’s
foreign intelligence service, MI6, during World War II.
“Our sport owes so much to its pioneers and Eileen was one
of them. I am deeply sad to be saying goodbye to her… ,” said
Clare Connor, ECB managing director of women’s cricket.
“Our thoughts and prayers are with Eileen’s family as they
come to terms with losing such a wonderful woman and the end
of an astonishing life.”

Franklyn Francis: March 5, 1949 - December 6, 2021

Cricket historian, journalist

C

ricket West Indies and the Leeward Islands Cricket
Board last week paid tribute to Franklyn Francis, who
passed on December 6.
Known as King Frank-I, he was a respected cricket historian,
broadcaster, journalist and social activist in Antigua-Barbuda.
He was revered for his immense knowledge of the game, his insightful and informative commentary and analysis on international, regional, and local matches for over four decades.
Said Enoch Lewis, President of LICB, and Director of CWI:
“I want to offer condolences on behalf of LICB, as well as the
President, Board of Directors, and staff of CWI to his family,
friends, and loved ones, as well as the community in Antigua
and Barbuda. Today, cricket in the West Indies is poorer for the
passing of King Frank-I, a man who had energy, passion, and fire
for West Indies cricket, who lived and breathed the game and
offered support at all levels.”
He added, “When international cricket first came to the Antigua Recreation Ground, King Frank-I was among the first to
witness the matches and chronicled the country's rise to prominence on the cricketing landscape. He was part of the fabric of
the game and was on the pulse with his fair and fearless commentary and analysis.”
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Auguste captains WI Rising Stars Under-19

L

eft-handed middle-order batsman Ackeem Auguste will (right-hand bat/right-arm off-spin), Teddy Bishop (right-hand
captain the West Indies Rising Stars Under-19 15-mem- bat), Carlon Bowen-Tuckett (right-hand bat/wicket-keeper),
ber squad, with all-rounder Giovonte Depeiza as the vice Jaden Carmichael (right-hand bat/left-arm spin), McKenny
captain for the upcoming International Cricket Council Un- Clarke (right-hand bat/right-arm fast), Rivaldo Clarke (rightder-19 Men’s Cricket World Cup, the Cricket West Indies selec- hand bat/wicket-keeper), Jordan Johnson (left-hand bat/righttion panel announced earlier this month.
arm leg-spin), Johann Layne (right-hand bat/right-arm fast),
The games will be played in the West Indies in January and Anderson Mahase (left-hand bat/left-arm spin), Matthew NanFebruary 2022.
du (left-hand opening bat/right-arm leg-spin), Shaqkere Parris
Both Auguste and De(right-hand opening bat),
peiza also took the lead
Shiva Sankar (right-hand
during the six-match
bat/right-arm mediumYouth One-Day Internafast), Isai Thorne (righttional Series in England in
hand bat/right-arm fast).
September. Their selection
RESERVES
came following the recent
Anderson
Amurdan
high performance camp
(right-hand opening bat),
and preparation matches
Nathan Edward (left-hand
that featured 28 players
bat/left-arm
fast-mediat the Coolidge Cricket
um), Andel Gordon (leftGround in Antigua.
hand bat/left-arm mediTrinidad and Tobago
um-fast), Vasant Singh
players Anderson Mahase
(right-hand bat/right-arm
and Shiva Sankar are on
leg-spin), Kevin Wickham
the 15-member squad.
(right-hand bat/right-arm
Vasant Singh, also from
wrist-spin).
Trinidad and Tobago, is
GROUPS
Ackeem Auguste (right) has been selected as captain of the
among the five reserves.
Group A – Bangladesh,
The West Indies Rising West Indies Rising Stars at the ICC U19 World Cup, 2022, with England, Canada, United
Giovonte Depieza (left) as vice-captain (CWI photo)
Stars Under 19s have been
Arab Emirates
drawn in Group D alongside Australia, Scotland, and Sri Lanka
Group B – India, Ireland, South Africa, Uganda
for the 16-team tournament, which will be played from January
Group C – Afghanistan, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Zim14-February 5. Matches will be played in Trinidad and Tobago, babwe
Antigua, St Kitts/Nevis, and Guyana.
Group D – Australia, Scotland, Sri Lanka, West Indies
Said lead selector Robert Haynes following the announceVENUES
ment: “Overall, the selectors are very pleased with what we have
St Kitts and Nevis – Warner Park Cricket Stadium, Conaree
been seeing from these players, and we expect some very excit- Cricket Centre, (Sandy Point - Warm-up match venue only)
ing cricket in the World Cup. The batting is solid, our concern
Guyana – Guyana National Stadium, (Everest Cricket Club coming out of the tour of England was the middle-order, but we Warm-up match venue only)
saw some really good performances in the camp and some very
Trinidad and Tobago – Brian Lara Cricket Academy, Queens
good partnerships.”
Park Oval, Diego Martin Sporting Complex
He added, “The bowling is very good, and we think we have
Antigua and Barbuda – Sir Vivian Richards Stadium, Coolidge
the right combination of spinners and fast bowlers. This is a bal- Cricket Ground
anced squad, and the players are very excited. It is now for these
WEST INDIES SCHEDULE
youngsters to go out and put on display what they learned in the
January 14 – vs Australia at Guyana National Stadium
camps which were organised for their benefit.”
January 17 – vs Scotland at Warner Park Cricket Stadium, St
FULL SQUAD
Kitts/Nevis
Ackeem Auguste (captain, left-hand bat), Giovonte Depeiza
January 21 – vs Sri Lanka at Conaree Cricket Centre, St Kitts/
(vice-captain, right-hand bat/left-arm spin), Onaje Amory Nevis.

Incoming players new dawn for WI - Simmons

E

ternally optimistic West Indies coach Phil Simmons is
He added, “Not just from a cricketing point of view, but from
looking forward to a new dawn from the regional team in an attitude point of view, and everything like that. Those are the
the forthcoming T20 and One-Day International series things we are looking forward to seeing from this young group.”
against Pakistan, the Newsday reported last week out of Trinidad
With the next ICC T20 World Cup just under a year away in
and Tobago.
Australia, Simmons said it is never too soon to give young playWest Indies is now in Pakistan playing a three-match T20 se- ers a chance on the big stage to see if they can bring a positive
ries. The team will end a bumper year with three ODIs in Kara- difference to team’s setup.
chi starting December 18.
Pakistan serves a true test to witness what these youngsters
West Indies are minus Kieron Pollard,
have to offer, he noted.
who continues to nurse a hamstring inSaid Simmons: “You have a feel of what
jury. The team is also playing without the
you have to do (competing). It’s just about
experienced all-rounders Jason Holder
them saying that we want to go forward
and Andre Russell, left-handed batsmen
with this team and want to do the things
Evin Lewis, and Shimron Hetmyer, who all
necessary to help this team win.”
opted out of the tour for various reasons.
Additionally, “And yes, we have an idea
However, their omission has paved
of what they (youngsters) can deliver. But
the way for newcomers Justin Greaves,
they’ve got to go out there and start showShamarh Brooks, Gudakesh Motie, and
ing us they can deliver it under pressure;
Odean Smith, in what are maiden call-ups
which against Pakistan in Pakistan, is as
to the ODI team. Dominic Drakes and
much pressure as you can get. So, whether
Motie have also been included in the T20
Pollard and Russell are here, we would still
line-up.
want to see how they fare against opposiPhil Simmons
Moving forward, veteran all-rounder
tion. It’s as top as you can get right now in
Dwayne Bravo recently retired from international cricket, while T20 cricket.”
the 42-yearold Jamaican batsman Chris Gayle is yet to indicate
Meanwhile, Pakistan are in good form in both T20 and ODI
his future plans. Both players were part of West Indies’ dismal formats. The team excelled at the T20 World Cup, but were oustdisplay at the ICC T20 World Cup in October.
ed by eventual winners Australia in the semi-finals.
The Pakistan series is West Indies’ first white ball tour since
Most recently against Bangladesh, Pakistan swept a T20 series
the T20 World Cup debacle in the UAE. Nicholas Pooran is cap- 3-0, and also took away an easy 2-0 Test series win.
taining the T20 team, while Shai Hope heads the ODI squad.
For the young touring West Indies group to handle the inSimmons told a virtual Cricket West Indies presser last Friday form hosts, Simmons said plans are being put in place to deal
that he sees change on the horizon for West Indies cricket.
with ace batsmen, captain Babar Azam, and Mohammad Riz“We’re looking to see who is going to put their hands up to wan, as well as targeting top left-arm fast bowler Shaheen Afridi.
be a major player in the team. We know what happened in the
“We definitely have to go in with some plans for [Rizwan and
World Cup, and we’re not going to go back there. We’re looking Azam]. The main thing you want to do is try and get them out.
to move forward and to see who now wants to go forward with You go in with your plans and always have a second plan in case
this team with our different ideas, how we want to play and how they get out. [There] will be plan A, Plan B, and Plan C for that
things are going to change within the squad,” Simmons said.
pair because that’s a major part of their batting,” Simmons said.
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Cricket Schedule
(All Times Local)
Thursday December 16, 2021
West Indies tour of Pakistan, 2021
Pakistan vs WI, 3rd T20I, National Stadium,
Karachi, 6:00 PM
The Ashes, 2021-2022
Australia vs England, 2nd Test, Day 1, Adelaide
Oval, Adelaide, 2:30 PM
Friday December 17, 2021
The Ashes: Australia vs England, 2nd Test, Day
2 Adelaide Oval, 2:30 PM
Saturday December 18, 2021
WI tour of Pakistan, 2021
Pakistan vs WI, 1st ODI, National Stadium,
Karachi, 1:00 PM
The Ashes: Australia vs England, 2nd Test, Day
3, Adelaide Oval, 2:30 PM
Sunday December 19, 2021
The Ashes: Australia vs England, 2nd Test, Day
4, Adelaide Oval, 2:30 PM
Monday December 20, 2021
West Indies tour of Pakistan, 2021
Pakistan vs WI, 2nd ODI, National Stadium,
Karachi, 1:00 PM
The Ashes: Australia vs England, 2nd Test, Day
5, Adelaide Oval, 2:30 PM
Wednesday December 22, 2021
WI tour of Pakistan, 2021
Pakistan vs West Indies, 3rd ODI, National
Stadium, Karachi, 1:00 PM
Ireland tour of US, 2021
US vs Ireland, 1st T20I, Central Broward
Regional Park Stadium Turf Ground, Lauderhill,
Florida, 2:00 PM
Thursday December 23, 2021
US vs Ireland, 2nd T20I, Central Broward
Regional Park Stadium Turf Ground, Lauderhill,
Florida, 7:00 PM
Sunday December 26, 2021
The Ashes: Australia vs England, 3rd Test, Day
1, Melbourne Cricket Ground, 10:30 AM
India tour of South Africa, 2021-2022
SA vs India, 1st Test, Day 1, SuperSport Park,
Centurion, 10:00 AM
Ireland tour of US, 2021
US vs Ireland, 1st ODI, Central Broward
Regional Park Stadium Turf Ground, Lauderhill,
Florida, 10:00 AM
Monday December 27, 2021
The Ashes: Australia vs England, 3rd Test, Day
2, Melbourne Cricket Ground, 10:30 AM
India tour of South Africa, 2021-22
SA vs India, 1st Test, Day 2, SuperSport Park,
Centurion, 10:00 AM
Tuesday December 28, 2021
The Ashes: Australia vs England, 3rd Test, Day
3, Melbourne Cricket Ground, 10:30 AM
India tour of South Africa, 2021-22
SA vs India, 1st Test, Day 3, SuperSport Park,
Centurion, 10:00 AM
Wednesday December 29, 2021
Ireland tour of US, 2021
US vs Ireland, 2nd ODI, Central Broward
Regional Park Stadium Turf Ground, Lauderhill,
Florida, 2:30 PM
Wednesday December 29, 2021
The Ashes: Australia vs England, 3rd Test, Day
4, Melbourne Cricket Ground, 10:30 AM
India tour of South Africa, 2021-22
SA vs India, 1st Test, Day 4, SuperSport Park,
Centurion, 10:00 AM
Ireland tour of US, 2021
US vs Ireland, 2nd ODI, Central Broward
Regional Park Stadium Turf Ground, Lauderhill,
Florida, 2:30 PM
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GTA L EADE RS REALTY INC., BROKERAGE
4300 Steeles Avenue West, Suite 26
Vaughan ON, L4L 4C2
Tel: 416-241-3337 Fax: 416-987-0056
www.teamgtahomes.com
gtaleaders@gmail.com

~ RESIDENTIAL · COMMERCIAL · INDUSTRIAL · INVESTMENT ~

Abdool Saif Saheed
Sales Representative

Abdool Saheed
Broker of Record/Owner
416-731-7527

647-894-0764

Brampton

SO

LD

For Sale
$1,999,000

A must see!! 4 bedrooms
detached move-in ready
situated on a prime
location of Vaughan/
Brampton border line.
Lots of upgrades in
this bright, extremely
well-kept open concept
family home. Extended
kitchen with large
pantry, cabinets, and
quartz countertop. New
stainless steel appliances,
pot lights throughout,
laundry upstairs, finished
basement with wet bar.
Aggregate concrete
landscaping. Extended
driveway with oversize
deck, and deep backyard
for entertaining.

Caledon

For Sale!!! $1,699,900

SOLD OVER ASKING PRICE!!!
Location! Location! Location! Corner unit 4 bdrm + 1 (sep.
basement apt!!!). Main floor layout features: office/den,
separate formal dining + sep. living area. Kitchen boasts
plenty of counter space (granite countertops) with a large
island featuring an under-mounted sink. Hardwood floors
throughout! 2nd flr layout features 4 lrge bdrms (including
master bdrm) with 1 semi ensuite bath+1 private ensuite for
guests. Master bedroom features His & Hers walk-in closets
+ large master 5pc ensuite with His & Hers Sinks.

Brampton

Etobicoke
SOLD
$110,000
OVER
ASKING
PRICE!!!

Listed
3-year new executive 2 storey
$799K
for:
freehold townhouse in highly
sought after neighbourhood in
Brampton. No carpet thruout.
Open concept layout with w/o to
backyard. Finished basement with
potential for in-law suite. Close
to major hwys and all amenities
including grocery shopping plazas,
SOLD OVER ASKING!
places of worship.

Emerald City Condominiums
North York, ON

Shawn Ambedkar
Broker

Ralford Chatrie
Sales Representative
416-806-1803

Starting
From Mid- $300K

SOLD FOR $160K
OVER ASKING!

437-235-7599

Artwalk Condos Vaughan
Artwalk Condos is a new
condo development by
SmartCentres currently
in preconstruction at
101 Edgeley Boulevard,
Vaughan. The development
is scheduled for completion
in 2026. Available units
range in price from
$620,000 to over $980,000.
Artwalk Condos has a total
of 624 units. Sizes range
from 508 to 892 square feet.
Starting
From Low -

$600s*
Toronto For Sale $499,000

Location!
SOLD OVER ASKING PRICE!!!
Location!
Location!
Move-in ready.
Very well
maintained 2
storey 3 bedroom
townhome. Great
for first time
home buyers/investors. Fully fenced yard with lots
of storage space. Close to all amenities: shopping
malls, grocery stores & libraries. Steps to TTC and
close to 400/401/407 and more...

$949,000

Omnis Insurance

& Investment Solutions Inc.

FOR ALL YOUR
INSURANCE NEEDS
• LIFE • MORTGAGE
• DISABILITY
• TRAVEL • VISITOR
• CRITICAL ILLNESS
• SUPER VISA
• RESP & RRSP
• INVESTMENT

If you fail to plan, then
you’re planning to fail.

Abdool Saheed
Financial Advisor

Cell: 416-731-7527

Emerald City 1 is a luxury condominium that defines this new
community at the corner of Sheppard and Don Mills; a particular North York location that is becoming one of the city's most
sought-after places to live.

A Beautiful Open Concept Renovation - 3 bedroom, 4
washrooms, Detached Home in York. Huge Backyard.
Conveniently Located Within Walking Distance To
amenities and schools. Extremely Close Proximity to
Public Transit! A Great Place to Call Home.

The Mill Landing Condos Georgetown, ON

Starting
From

$700K

Victory Green Markham, ON
Victory Green is a new townhouse & single-family home development by Remington Homes. Currently in preconstruction at
Middlefield Road & 14th Ave, Markham. Sales for available unit’s
range in price: $1,300,990 to over $1,500,990. Victory Green has
a total of 39 units. Sizes range from 1,781-2,900 square feet.
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Starting
From

$400K

An idyllic location, that boasts a quaint village environment
with vibrant urban conveniences. Come home to an elevated community featuring a modern boutique building that
invites exclusive condominium suites & luxurious amenities
that complement your life with abundance and ease.
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TAB

ACCOUNTING
& FINANCIAL
SERVICES INC.

647-852-7243
MORTGAGE

1st, 2nd, & Refinance

PROPOSAL/
BANKRUPTCY

Make One Small Monthly
Payment For All Your Debts

INCOME TAX SERVICES
Personal • Business
Business Registration
HST • Payroll • WSIB

Abdool Saheed
C: 416-731-7527

Jason Saheed
C: 647-293-8397

